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U. S. Geological Survey
The purpose of this survey was to obtain information concerning
existing wells and springs and the quantity and quality of water
they yield, and to put down test holes where additional information
was needed.
This project was part of a statewide Works Progress Administra-
tion project known as a "Statewide Inventory of Water Wells," spon-
sored by the State Board of Water Engineers. The Division of Ground
Water of the U. S. Geological Survey cooperated in the technical
direction of the project and the Bureau of Industrial Chemistry of
The University of Texas furnished laboratory space and equipment and
supervised the chemical analyses.
The analyses were made by chemists employed on Works Progress
Administration Project 6507-5112 at Austin, Texas, sponsored by the
State Board of Water Engineers. This release was typed and assembled
by typists and draftsmen employed on this project.
The field work in Dallam County was started on December 7, 1936,
and completed April 30, 1937. This work was done as Project 6007-
5071 of District 16 of the Works Progress Administration, Amarillo,
Texas. C. R. Follett, an engineer, was project superintendent. Mr.
Follett should be given credit for his interest in the work and for
the extra hours he spent on the project. The office of the Works
Progress Administration in the itaiarillo district made this work pos-
sible by their constant help and cooperation.
This release contains the well and spring records and well logs
obtained by the project superintendent, logs of the tost holes
drilled by the W. P. A. labor, and the chemical analyses of water
from privately owned wells and springs. Locations of all wells and
springs listed are shown on the map in the back of the release.
Special attention was given to the collection of data in and near
the shallow-water irrigation district east of Texline.
The test wells were drilled by W. P. A. labor using a soil
auger, drop auger, churn drill, and a sand bucket. Samples were
collected at one foot intervals by the well driller in charge of the
party. The project superintendent studied these samples and com-
piled the logs.
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Records of wells and springs inDallam County, Texas
(All wells are drilled unless otherwise noted in "Remarks" column.)
| I | 1 | | j |Height of
No, Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller)Date Depth Diam- measuring
from division com- of eter point
Texline and pie-« well of above
Block ted '■(ft.)iwell ground
, , . .(in.) (ft.) a/
1' ?t miles 1, SB|SE| 'M. E. Hay S. H. Tritt
' — — " 80/ I"~6 I —
north .
' !
r3f Similes 29, NEjNEj do. 5Z D. «J — 'l,loo' 10 ' ~1 \north Shamburger
4| do"! '30, NWjMTfIJ do. do. — — 20q?| 5 j 1 ;




6 8 miles 13, NW cor. do. do.
-- — 78 6 2.5
north mk i I |
7 8J- miles 6, SW cor. do. do. — — 165 6 1.5
jnortheast , ■ _______
87^ miles 24, NWjNWi' do. dcv
— —
76 6 1.2 r
northeast . ____ '
9110t miles1 8, SWjNEj doT 1" W. JEU James 1926 149 * 4 1.5
northeast j Portwood Day
10 7£ miles 144, SW cor. do. Lihdley & — ~^ 72 "
northeast ifaffi Portwood j
12 7^- miles j63, SE cor. do. J. D. — — —" 6
east NW^SE^ Lindley :
14 . 7 miles 79, SK cor. " do. E. L. James 1933 104 24 1.5
j^ast pfj Ridling Day
16 $k »41es . -71,, S», cor. ■""- do. , ■ M. E. Hay — — 40 6 1
I east SE^SE^ [ J17 5j- miles 61, SE cor. " do. ."■ J. D. James 1956]' 90 5 0.5
. east smft- Lindley Day
19 5 miles
" 6oT SSjSEj do. B. M. Hay — — 60 5 1.5
Sast . .
20 4J miles 69, N^ cor. do. J. C. — — " 65 6
; east NEj- Doss
21 5 miles "70, SW cor.
'
do. Mrs. S. H.
; — — " 82 5 5
east NW|NW£- Madden




25 Zjg miles 67, SW|SFj do. J. W. Bach
— —
121 7 1
I northeast28 At Bound- — do. F.W.&D.C. S. H. 1916 "~295 '10
house R.R. Co. Walton
In Texline j
29 In Texline"" — do. lest Texas " — Jen- -1922 " 297 8
Utilities CO, kins
30 do.
— dol ' do"! ' dol 1922 '260 ' 8
1 S i i i
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of water pipe clamp, top of pump
base or top of well curb.
b/ C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; T, turbine; W, windmill; G, gasoline engine; S,
steam; E, electric motor; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
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Records obtained by C. R. Follett, Project Superintendent
(Chemical analyses of water' from these wells are in the tablu of analyses.)
Water level j
No. Depth Date of Pomp Use Topo- j Remarks
below measure- and j of graphic
measur- ment power water situa- I
. ing point b/ c/ tion
j. i (feet) , ~ I"Of — — C,W' N Slope |Steel casing. Well filled above static water
. j level with sand. ____»_____«_
3 161.9 Jan. 25, C,W S Ridge- j Measuring point, NW side steel casing. Strong
1957 top ■ supply. Reported mineral taste.
4 208.4 Jan. 28, C,W
"




5 96.6 Jan. 25, C,W ~S !Gentle !Measuring point, E sid"e steel casing. Never
1937 -slope |fails in drought,. .
6 57.2 do. C,W S jCreek [Measuring point, W side steel casing. Never
ibottoms^ fai^s in drought.
7 155 c/ C,W D,S (Slope jSteei casing. Estimated yield, 5 gallons a
I minute. Never fails in drought. Water reported
8 54 Tjan, 25, C",W ~~S do. Measuring point, S side steel jin coarse sand.
1957 icasing. Estimated yield 5 gallons a minute.
9 131.6 Feb. 3, C,W D,S jFlat [Measuring point, N INever fails in drought.
1957
' |side steel casing. Estimated yield 1^- gallons"
10 36.7 Feb. 6, C,W
"
S Creek IMeasuring point, Sw j a minute. Weak supply.
1957 ■ " jbottoms: side steel casing. [_
12
— . — C,W D,S iFlat jSteel casing. Unable to measure. Reported for-
merly used for irrigation.
14 36.0 Dec. 8, Cf,G, IRidge- Dug well, 0-36 feet. Cement curb;bolted steel
1936 20 top barrel casing. Drilled well, 36-104 feet. Re~
35.0 Jan. 30, j ported yield 6tO a minute. Reported 20
1957 ! irrigated in1955. Water reported in
16 33.0 Jan. 11, C,W D,S,IJFlat Measuring point, W side cement | coarse sand.
1937 : i curb.yege't&ble garden and orchard irrigated,
17 48 c/ j C,W D,S,Ij do. Steel-casing. Never fails in Istrong supply.
j ' drought. Vegetablegarden irrigated.
19 64.2 Jan. 11, j C,W D,S,I(Flat Measuring point, S side steel casing. ?4ever
1957 j jfails in drought. Vegetable garden irrigated.
20
— —
C,W D,S,I Ridge- Steel casing. Unable to measure. Never fails
; | top in drought. Vegetable garden irrigated.
21 67.3 Jan.- 11, C,W DfS,liFlatD fS,IiFlat Measuring point, top of platform. Weak supply..
1957 i 1 hpegetable garden irrigated.
24 90 c/ C,W D,S,I (Ridge- jsteel casing. Unable to measure. Vegetable ;| top garden and orchard irrigated. Never fails in
25 94.6 Jan. 27, C,¥ S Slope Measuring point, W side steel casing.|drought.
; 1937 Measured lg feet drawdown after pumping, & gal-
28 100 a/ C,S Ind Flat 883 feet steel casiqj lons a minute for 5 hours.
at top. Bottom 40 feet perforated. Unable to
, measure. Water reported in sand, 260-285 feet.
29 76 c/ -T,E, F j do. 100 feet steel casing at top. Report-} See log.





C,E, i P do. 100 fact steel casing at jin coarse sand.
j ■. . j 15 I top. Reported yield, 52 gallons a minute in[coarse gravel, 240-260 feot.
c/ D, domestic; S, stock; I, irrigation; Ind, industrial;F, public; N, not used.
d/ No water sample collected for analysis..ej Water level reported.
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Records of -wells and springs in DalIran County
—
Continued_
| I Height of
No. Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller Data Depth Diem- measuring
from division com- of oter point
Texline and pie- well of above
Block ted (ft.) well ground
i I (in.) (ft.) a/
31 8% miles 87, S"7 "M. E. Hay Camp j
— —
53/ j 3% 1
southeast edge Stewart




1905 93 4 2
southeast Nl|- Stewart
37 10% miles 1 12, NWj iF.D.W. S, A. L. -- $3 6 2
northeast NEjb blk. 1 Morgan




39 12% miles 21, SE cor.; do. do.
' — "—" — —
4 1
northeast NSJ? I ,
40 13% miles 4," NEjKEj iFeD.W. j J. M.
—
1-- 13/T" 6 1
east ,blk. 3 | French
41 12% miles 5, Sf cor." do. T. L. J. M.
~




42 do, do. do. do.
— "
1930 4C 4 0
i i 1 .
44 11% miles 2, KE corJ dol H. W. j 49 6 1
east SE%SEj- j Pick |
45 11miles 1, NE cor.
*
do. W. A. j
—
80 4 .8
. northeast Skinner I -





northeat blk. 2 Ulruh
47 10 miles 2, NE cor.I do. F. B. —"" — 47 6 .8
oast SE.^SB^ Koehn . ;
49 9% miles 3, 'sE^SE^ do. A. F. — " — 23 5 1
east Haian j _ i .
50 9 miles 6r6 r N^ corJ do. T. J. [f. J. 1937 69 14 .8
east Rhoados Rhoadoa
5T 8 miles 5, NE cor. do. R. F. R. F.
"
1936 ~51 6~~ 1
oast S^N^r Bc-mds Boi^nds
j









53 9% miles 6, SEjSSj
'
do. H. B. jC. R. '1936 70 16 2.5
cast Hays i Bomor
„ _.
_
1, NW cor. F.D.^.
—
!R.F, 1937 100 14
SWj blk* 4 McKinnoy Bounds
56" do^ 8, STrT cor. deT Dr. 0. j -£
"
1934 110 22^ <I
Powell
57" 10 miles 8, Sm cor. do".
'
do. R. F. 1936 80/ 20 1
east SEJ Bownds _____»___
58 do. 8, MW-J-NEj- do. dc.
— — 30/ 6 1
59 10% miles 2, N^T cor.j do.
— —
.*- 34? — "l
east .S^r j I | [ t
6
C. R, Follett, Project Superintendent
Water Level 1 j
No, Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
below measure- and of graphic
measur- ment power water situa-
ing point b/ c/ tion(feet) I
31 51.6 Feb. 5, C,W N Creek Measuring point, 3 side steel casing. Located___ 1957 . bottoms 600 feet NW of bridge on Highway 87.
34 75.0 Feb. 6, ~C,W D,S,I Ridge- Steel casing. Strong supply. Vegetable garden
1937 _ top irrigated.
37 62.8 do. C,W
'
S Greek Measuring point, E side steel casing.
bottoms
38 84.5 Feb. 3, C,W S Flat "Measuring point, SW side steel casing.
1937 I i ;
39 10 c/ C,W S do. Wood curb; 11 feet rock casing at top, steel_ casing at bottom. Strong supply. Estimated
40 10.9 Jan. 13, C,W S Slope Steel casing. - (yield, 9 gallons a minute .;
1957 Measured while pumping. Measured yield, 4|r
41 10.8 Jan. 12, C,H S Flat INo casing.! gallons a minute. Strong supply. ;
1957 Wood curb. Reported maximum yield, 5 gallons'
42 8. ef C,W D,S,I do. )Noj a minute from coarse red sand, 15-16 feet,
casing. Reported yisld, 15 gallons a minute :
from coarse red sand, 55-37 feet, other sand
44 35.0 Jan. 12, C,¥ N do. Measuring point, S side concrete! at 16 feet.
1957 ■ curb; galvanized iron casing. '
45 69.1Mar. 4, C,H N Ridge- jGalvanized iron casing. Estimated yield, 3
1937 top jgallons a minute.
46 73.2 Feb. 6, C,¥ N Slope Galvanized iron casing.
[1957 " I __ __47 39.4 jDec. 2g, C,¥ N Gentle Measuring point, top of platform. Steel cas-
J1956 \ slopw ing. Weak supply.49 19.4, do. C,H N Slope 'Measuring point, W side of top of platform.
jSteel casing. Estimated yield, 7 gallons a
50 30. c/ Cf,G,
"
IGentle jDug well, 0-29 feet. Drilled well, | minute*
20 Slope j29-59j 29-59 feet. Steel casing, 29-59 feet, pump
set at 29 feet. Reported weak supply.
51 41.4 Dec. 23, C,W D,S Flat i47i 47 feet steel casing at top. Reported yield,"
1936 j7 gallons a minute from coarse red sand, 47-
' 51 feet. Measured § foot drawdown after pump-
52 57.8 do. C,W S,I do. '"Steel-'caa-j Ing5 gallonswa minute for 4 hours*
| ing. Vegetable garden irrigated. Measured 16
feet drawdown after pumping 5^ gallons a min-
53 33.7 Dec. 16, C,W D,S,I do. 58 feet galvanized iron cas~)ute for ± hour.
1956 ing at top, perforated 17 feet at bottom. Re-
' ported yield, 60 gallons a minute from sandy
54 28. e7 Gf,G, I Ridge- 'Dug well, 0-27 feet. Drilled well, 27- j clay.
30 top SlOOS 100 feet. 75 feet perforated steel casing at
bottom. Reported yield, 600 gallons a minute
from coarse red sand, 80-90 feet, and others.
56 27.1 Jan. 28, T,G, D,S,I Gentle Bolted steel barrel casing at top. Reported
1957 30 slope yield, 600 gallons a minute. 80 acres irri-
gated in 1936 at cost $1.75 per acre for ffael*
57 24.0 Jan. 29, T,G, I do. 80 feet bolted steel barrel casing at top.
24.1 Mar. 16, 30 Reported yield, 500 gallons a minute. Report-
1957 ied weak supply. -
58 20.6 Jan. 30, C,H D,S Flat Galvanized iron casing. JNlever fails in
1937 __ . . [drought.
59 32.5 Feb. 3, Cf,G, I Gentle JDug well, 0-34. No casing. Drilled well in
1937 30 slope bottom. Reported yield, 500 gallons a minute.
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Records of wells and springs in Dallam County
—
Continued
j I | I | Height of
No. Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller Date jDepth Diam-i measuring
division com- jof eter point
and pie- feell of above
Block ted |(ft.) well ground
, ■ . .;l. ;l . , . i - I ){ in*H tft '> a/60 11§ miles 2, NWjNEj F.D'.Wi Draper — '1930 j 112 ~ I*2
east blk. 4- School , ..,.)... ,j.■.
61 10f miles 7, Mcor. do. -5 jR. F, 1936 j117 14 » T~
east Burrows j Bownds j
i 1 i I ! 162 do. 7, NI3JjSW| | do. J. T. j ~ -- i207T 6 1
I Montgomery j I




64" 11miles 7, NW cor. dol Bill E. F. 1936 90 |14 2
'
east SEj Thompson Bownds___
T lli65 11§ miles 6, NW.cor.j do. "T. L. do, 1935 ( 86 Sl2 1.5
££#Ir~ SWj Thompson |
: Ij ;
i |









<_^ east . Morton j ___i .
70 10| miles 13, SE cor.j F.D.7?. ! 57 j ~^~ i"1932 'US 18
'
3
east NiAfEEj- blk. 5 Smeltzer
i |
72" 8 miles 1, NW cor, do^ W. L. IR. F. 1937 109 12
"*
east NEj-NSj Cotton. |Bounds
i
I 1 | [ 173^1: miles 1, l?pi§ do. M. — '1934 |--' 22 0
east Sewell ! j
i II I
I j | I74 do. 1, S'l^l| do. do.
—
fTIj 37 — .5
4 , | t I I: 75 9 miles 11, NE cor. do. C.C. Cook U. S. 1933 j32 5 .5
east SWib : Estate jstarnes, .
76 10 miles
"
10, WE cor. do. do. j -- 1910 100 5 6.5
east S^ _J
80 9-J miles 23, SE^HEj! do 7do. | "TI '1932 jl2 i 8 1
oast __J J .
81 do. do. | do. do. ~1 IS-21 43 6 1,4
i




1921- 16 6 I*l
east ; |
84 12-| miles 17, SE cor." do. C. M. I
~— '
6 3
east Plaster . j t j
85 13 miles
"
12, NEjN!^ » F.D.W. T7. B. f" — — 74' —~* 1
east 1 blk. 6 Johnson j \ |
8
C. R« Follett, Project Superintendent
Water Level I
No. Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
below measure- and of graphic
measur- ment power water situa-
ing point b/ c/ tion
(feet) ,
60 ?0«7 fFeb. 3, C,W P,S Ridge- JSteel casing.
1937 | top I
61 24.8 Jan. 29, "T*,G,
"
I"Gentle 82 feet bolted steel barrel casing at top. ■
25.7 Apr. 17, 25 slope Estimated yield, 400 gallons a minute. Measu-r
1937 red 56/ feet drawdown after pumping 500 gal-
i
lons a minute for 4 minutes, continued yield
62 18.5 Feb. 3, C,H X do. Galvan-i 500 gallons a minute for 84 minutes.
1957 ized iron casing at top.
63 19.9 Apr. 19, T,G, I Flat Bolted steel barrel casing at top. Steel casr-
1937 30 ing at bottom. Measuring point, bottom pump
' casting. Estimated yield, 4QC gallons a min-
64 19.8 Jan. 29, Cf,G, IGentle 'Dug well, 0-21 feet. Drilled well, 21- j ute.
19.8 Mar. 16, 85 slope 90 feat. No casing at top. Weak supply. Est-:
19.8 Apr. 16, imated yield, 150 gallons a minute.
1957 I
65 19.0 Dec. 8, Cf,G, I do. Dug well, 0-24 feet.. Drilled well, 24-86^-/^^2^18.6 1936 30 [feet. Steel casing, 21-75 feet^oaouroa 3 j
19.1 Jan. 29, I feet drawdown after pumping 675 gallons a
Mar. 16, minute for 13 minutes. Strong supply.
1957 I j
68 48.7 Jan. 13, C,¥ N ""Flat Steel casing. Well partly filled with, wind-
1937 [blown sand.
70 25.1 Dec. 10, Cf,G, I""Gentle Measuring point, top of steel girder support-
24.8 1934 30 slope ing pump. Bolted steel barrel casing at top.
24.6 Jan* 28, Perforated steel casing at bottom. Water lend,





I do. ~70 feet bolted steel barrel casing at top. 39
25 feet perforated steel casing at bottom. Owner
plans to irrigate 140 acres with this well.
Measured yield, 400 gallons a minute from re-
ported coarse sand, 78-109 feet*
73 38,2 Dec. 10, T,G,
'
I"Ridge- Bolted steel barrel casing at top. Water
38.2 1934 30 top jlevel, Dec. 10, 1934, measured by H. P. Bur-
38.2 Jan. 28, leigh.Estimated yield, 350 gallons a minute.
Mar. 16, Well drilled deeper in 1937.
1937 ___ I74 28.4 Feb. 6, C,W D,S,I Flat Strong supply. Vegetable garden irrigated.
1957 [__
75 26,7 Dec. 22, C,~ S Creek 122 feet steel casing at top. Reported yield,
1956 bottoms 4 gallons a minute from coarse sand, 28-33
76 27.9 do. C,W D,S Ridge- Steel casing. Reported strong supply. j feet.
top Measuring point, top of concrete. :
80 10.4 do. None N Flat No casing. Well under house. Measuring point,__ _ concrete floor of house.
81 9.5 do. C,W S do. Steel casing. Never fails in drought.
82 13.3 do"! CTW S do. DoT"
84 11.3 Dec. 19, C,W S Slope Steel casing. Measured ,| foot drawdown after
"
b
1936 pumping 5j- gallons a minute for 2 hours.
85 65.6 Evlar. 8, C,*i N Ridge- 'Measuring point, top of concrete slab. Could
1937 top not see casing.
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Records of wells and springs in Dallam County--Continued
_______________
| ! | Height of
;No. Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller JDute Depth Diam- measuring
from division jcom- of etor I point
Texline and Ipie- well jof above
Block |tod (ft.)|well ground
. | 1 (in.) | (ft.) _/
87|13i miles 24, NE cor. F.D.-7. A."Q..
' — — 37/ 1 6 3.5
east ' IsNk blk. 6 ,Bcnner _ ,









__^___ . | .
92 do. do. do. do.
' — "* —
80 6 1
. . j
93" 18 miles 19, 3rdfS dol
*~
do.
— — ~ 91/ 5 1_ east ,_^_____«____». . -
94 16§ miles 9, NEjWEj do. TT\ B. — — 91 ' 5 2
east Johnson j
95 17J miles 5, NT^NEj J dol I ~do^ j
— — 11421 142 b j 2
east
96 18|miles 17, W^^ I F.D.T'T. ' S. G. — ' — 191/ i 4 1
east
*
blk. 7 Shuhart j
97 19 miles 16, 3vr cor. do. j A. C. | — 11922! 2CC 6
[east N_| , Knudson j j . 1 I98 17 miles 19,' SW cor.1 doT ' C. L. \~^ |1929" 23/ j 6 h" 2
east - Goodinan I
100 16J miles 20, Srr cor. do. H. 0.
"1 ~ — 58 . 6 .8
east SSx Kelly j
102 15 miles 21, S'^S^f do. j E.*% j I — 85 | — 1
east
"
Holt j | 1
104 14 miles 23, MjKS| "do. P. D.~l --79 5 1
east ■ Heidebrecht I
105 14^ miles 7, Suf cor. do. A. H.
—
22 6 1
oast H^tt Britian j
106 13j- miles 8, SSjN"."J do^ 1 doT — — 6 --
east
_____»_____«__ iv- —
108 14 miles 1, W cor." do. " ' J. M. ' "~- — 16/*" 6 1
east JOi 1 Enns j
109 15 miles 22, HE cor.Capitol Syndi- KIT { — "* — 65 5 1
east cate blk. 17 Trusteesj i ;




117 |16t Mleu '6, KT'cor.| doT" do. *""^ -- "~^^ 45^ ! 6 1
northecat _j
118 19|- miles 32, SE cor. T.C.HE.Co.j T. F. t
— "--"" 61 ' 6 1.2
northocst blk. M27 Toe"/s j
" 120 21 miles 30, SE cor." do.
~
I P. J. j
— " — "97 r 4 1
east SWx i Wall !
121 dc. io7 3EJ-3EJ Capitol Syndi^"" I. — — 66 S 1
cate blk. 17 Krocker i
122 22J- miles 13, 8E cor, do. j Church j
— — 47/ 5 1
east _j i ; i





126 do. 28, 3E cor. do.
"
B. Wark-j
— | — 30 j 6 1
__^^^
; ,'QgtJE [ I ! \
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of wat<s pipe clamp, top of pump
base of top of well curb.
b/ C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; T, turbine; T7, windmill; G, gasoline engine; S,
steam; E, electric motor; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
10




No. Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
below measure- and of graphic
measur- ment power waterisitua-
ing point b/ __/ tion(feet) 1 .
87 34.2 Mar. 8, C,W
"
N Slope Steel casing.
1957 I _ ; _
90 78.9 Dec. 19, C,¥ N do. Steel casing. Measuring point, top of con-
1956 crete platform.
91 67.9 Mar. 8, None N
"
Ridge- Steel casing. Well huinber 92 is 10 feet E.
11957 top I92' 67.0 do, C,W ' N do. Steel casing. Well 91 is 10 feet W.
95 91. c/ C,W ~~N Gentle Steel casing.
\ slope
94 80.4 Mar. 8, C,~ N Creek Do.
1937 bottoms
95 107,7 Feb. 4, C,~ N Slope "No casing.
aSj 1957 ;
96
— — C,W " N " Flat " Steel casing. Well filled above static water__ \ level with sand. ____»_,97|150 c/ C,W D,S Gentle Steel casing. Never fails in drought.
|
slope
98 24.7 Dec. 16, C,W
'
N Creek Steel casing.
1936 "bottoms \
100 22.2 Dec. 19, C,W D,3,1Flat Steel casing. Vegetable garden irrigated._ 11956 1 I I I102 66.5 Dec. 16, C,¥ D,S Ridge- j Measuring point, top of disk, set on pipe
1936 ' top clamp. Unable to see casing.
104 72.4 do. C,W N do. Galvanised iron casing.
105 4.6 Feb. 23, C,W S Drylake Measuring point, E side steel casing. Estimar__ 1937 bottoms ed yield, 5 gallons a minute. ■
106
--
do. None S do. Estimated flow, 3-jjr gallons a minute. Measured
. water level 5 feet above ground.
108 16.1 Jan. 14, C,W N Flat No casing. Unable to measure depth.
j j!957 I I109 36.8 Feb. 28, j C,W S Slope Steel casing.
1957 I 1 J//?0114 — Feb. 23, S Creek Estimated flow, **?§©© gallons a minute from
Mar. 3, bottoms numerous openings along streams in 3 sections.
1957 Has not failed for 200 years. Known as Buffalo
117 12.6 Feb. 28, C,W N do. Steel casing. Water level eatimated) Springs.
1957 same as in Coldwater Creek.
118 54.2 Jan. 16, C,W N Slope Measuring point, S side steel casing.
1937
120 50.3 Mar, 4, C,W N Gentle Steel casing.
1957 j slope ;
121 61.0 Mar. 10, C,W S do. Steel casing. Estimated yield, 3g gallons a
1937 minute. ■
122 43.3 Feb. 4, C,H D Flat Galvanized casing.
,1937 I
123 46.0 do. C,W N Gentle Steel casing.
j I slope126 19.8 Jan. 18, j C,W N do. Measuring point, N side steel casing._
1957 j .m.m__/ D, domestic; S, stock; I, irrigation; Ind, indurstrial;P, public; N, not used,
&/ No water sample collected for analysis.__/ Water level reported.
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Records of wells and springs in Dallam County
—
Continued
T~ f i Height ofNo. Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller Date Depth Diam- me&suring
from division com- of eter point
Texline and pie- well of above
Block ted (ft.) well ground
. j (in.) (ft.) a/
127 20 miles
~
15, Sir? cor. CajttdLSyadt H. R.
— ~
1929 50 6
east M_r cate b1k.17 Unruh




1989 60 1 6
east NE& Siebel








132 18J miles 26, NE cor. do. J. — — ' 67~ 6 .3
east SEj Berger
134 17 miles 1, S^SIJ f.D.W. J. E. I -- -- 11 4~|
east blk. 8 Close
135 18 miles '2, NE cor. do. C. R. — — 28 42 .3
east SW=b Bonner ;
136 [19^ miles 1, BEj-NWj F.D.W. E. S. — — 164 5 2
east blk.lo Pritchard
1371 81£ miles 5, SEjNfIJ F.D.W. S. C. | — — "270 5 1.3
east blk.11 Helm 1
138 18Jmiles 8, SWjNEj do. do. i — 274 4 3
east .
139 15^ miles 26, NEJ-NeJ- ICamtolSyrdi-
"
A. Q.
— — ' 200/ " 4 3
east 'cate blk. 8 Bonner
140 14§ miles 6, SS corJ do". do. — [ — --j 200/"" 5 3
east ; ,
t
142 13^ miles 37, NE cor.j do"! G. H. C. '1923 160 6 1
east HW|- Brewster Day
143 do. do. do. do. BuffiaSoOil
— 1,085
._ Syndicate
145 11miles 9, NEjSWj do. cTTT*1 ~ — 79 4 | 2
east Fountain j
146 10 miles 20, SE cor. do. A. S. ! |-- \ 85?!
~
1.5
southeast powers j |









southeast John 1 j
148 14* miles 47, SW^SE^
'
do. R. S. I
— —
196 4 1
southeast [ Harre1 j , j j 1
149 15 miles 36, SEjSEj do. T. 0. — — 169 5 1
_, southeast Seward j
: 150 16 miles 34, S^SDiJ do. A. "q^ T~
— " —
20/' 4 3.5
! east Bonner j
152 16f miles 57, N? cor. do. C. 0. — -- 250 4 1
j southeast Hawk j




■ 154 16 miles 77, SW cor. do. J. Q,. j — 1956 269 4 1.5
southeast NW|- Sewell i




157 7% miles 62, SW corJCapitol Syn- R. N. — I '.--■ '.' 78 — I 1
southeast NY& dicato blk. .7 Lane | ,
158 4J miles
'
77,N¥|SE-| do."" G. H. — —' 90 3| " 3
southeast Gardets j
159 3j miles "83, SE cor. do. L. E. T — I" — ' 125 "" 4 1
southeast W\ Pr.ige , |
160 2 miles |84, KE^NWi- Sol ~W- | — |— i 116 5~"1 T72
southeast '





C. R. Follett, Project Sup^rintendent ,
_^
Water Level
No. Depth Date of Pump Use Tope- Itenixrks
below measure- and of graphic
measur- ment power water situa- ■
ing point b/ oj tion
(feet) , , __
127 20. c/ C,W D,S,I Flat 50 feet steel casing at top. Estimated yield,_ . 5 gallons a minute- from coarse red sand. "Veg-
129 45. _/ C,W D,S,I Slope Steel casing, top to j etable garden irrigated,
; bottom. Reported yield, 5 gallons a minute
130 17.6 Jan. 16, C,H N do. Un- jfrom gray sand. Vegetable garden irrigated,_ 1957 able to see casing. f
132 35.8 Jan. 19, C,W N do. Measuring point, S side of steel casing.
1937
134 10.3 Mar. 8, C,K N Greek Measuring point, NE side of steel casing.
1937 bottoms
135 23.6 Mar. 11, None N Slope Measuring point, top of platform. Dug well,
1937 : Mo casing.
136 132.7 Feb. 4, C,¥ W Flat "Measuring point, E side of steel casing.
m 11937 I
"
137 225.0 Mar. 20,1 C,W N Slope Stef.l casing. ' '
1937




139 178,9 Feb. 5, None N "Flat Steel c&sing. Unable to measure depth.
1937 | |
'
140 186.4 do. G»W S Gentle Measuring point, W side steel casing. Unable
m . ■ slope to maasure dspth.
142 149.7 Feb. 1, C,W D,S dp. Measuring point, W side steel casing. Report-
1957 ed yield, 5 gallons a minute.Never fails in
143
— —
None N do. Oil test. See log. | drought,
145 45.2 Mar. 8, G,¥ N Ridge- Steel casing.
1957 1 top I
146 82.2 do.
'
C,W N Gentle Steel casing. Unable to measure depth.__ Sl°Pe ;
147 160, ef Cf W D,S,I do. Steel casing. Unable to measure. Vegetable
. garden irrigated.Never fails in drou6.^.6 ^.
148 192.7 Feb. 1, C,W N do. Measuring point, W side steel casing,
_ 1957 _| |
149 165.6 do. I C,W N Slope 'Unable to see casing.
1 | r"150 21. c/ C,W S Creek Unable to measure. Steel casing.
bottoms .
"152 247.8 Mar. 9, C,W N Gentle Steel casing.
j 1937 slope
;153 292.6 do. C,W S Ridge- Steel casing. Unable to measure depth.
top
154 224.0 do. C,W D,S Gentle Steel casing. Water level measured while pump-
slope ing \ gallon a minute.
155 206.7 do. C,W N Slope
"
Steel casing. Near Highway 87.
157 73*4 Feb. 22, C,W S Gentle Unable to see casing. Near Highway 87.
m
1957 slope
"158 75.0 do. C,W N Ridge- Steel casing. Near Highway 87.
: top }
159 72.1 do. C,W N Gentle Measuring point, E side steel casing. Noar
.. slope Highway 87,
160 106.9 Jan. 26, C,W D»S do. Measuring point, N side steel casing.
193J7 j ,
"
163 111.7 Jan. 27, C,W D,S do. Measuring point, 1side steel casing.
1937
13
Records of wells and springs in D0.11.-mi County— Continued
| j I | | jHeight of
No. Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller Date jDepthJDiaci- (measuring
from division com- of eter j point
Texline and pie- well of above
Block ted (ft,) well groundI i j(in.)j (ft.) a/
164 1mile 91, SEj-SEf 'CapitolSyn- A. M. -- Befoe1 29~ 6 1
southwest -— -— blk,7 Kougen | „__, 1918




48 6 2__ south Hartzell j j .
167 do". | do^ do. do. I ~ l— ' 138 6 1.4. j 1 I | [
168 If- miles 88, SWjSWi do.
"
"w. C. I ~ — 188 5 1 ;__ south Greer t
170 3 miles 71, NE cor. do. J. B. JVB. - 1916 177 -4 1
south Baker jBaker*"
I
171 3g miles 72, SE cor. do! W. S. | ~ 1917 137 5 3 '
south SW^ Stewart I
173 5j- miles "49, N3 cor." do." Trustees j — — 114 6 2
south NW|r I
177 9 miles '13, SW'cor.l do"! ■ First Nat'l — — ' 115 ! 6~~ 3
south Wfe Bank j \
178 6| miles '487 SWjNEf do. W. T. j — 1931 96 } 5 2
south Hardy 1 I
180 5^ miles 66, NE cor. do. A.J. Kluto — — j 111 4 2,5
southeast SSjh Estate ;
181 7 miles 46, NEj- NEj do. A. j
— ~







44, N1?N1? cor.I do. M.
—
HZT" 94 4 1
Tefro |___




86 | 4 %
southeast Kunz |187" do. "43, SE cor. do. H. — "1907 124 4 .6
NE^SE-|- Schniers
188 12jmiles 20, SS cor.
*"
do. B. H. James
"
1910 j 123 4 2
southeast NE|SE& BoIk Day j
190 15 miles 21, I\iE|NEj Capitol Syndi- J. M.
" ' — — j 197/ i" 4 1
southeast cate blk. 6 Boeckner j
191 14^ miles J22, NEjNWj I doT Trustees; — — 94 5 2
southeast j
193 13 miles 43 SW cor. do. J. J. j — ' — . 92 4 3
southeast Becker I _____»___.




195 11miles 48, MjNl| do. do. jC. P. 1930!14C 4
south IBrummet 1







j I Hefley , 1_
197 12§ miles 31, SW cor.
"
do. J. V.
" — — I149 4 1.3
I south NW^SW^r Forth j: 198 \>% miles 11, SE cor. do. E. R. — — j 139 5 1
south Montgomery1




200 14£ miles 14, Sf cor. do. : T. '"Chas. 1930 155
~
4 1.3
south Wiebe | Day
201 15 miles
~
15, SEjS^J do. Helen -~ — i 141 4 1.6_______ south Kusch j _J |_
202 14 miles 25, HE cor« doT | (H |
~
19591 106 4 1
south SEx , Wackenrin 1 I j | ,
14
C. R. Follett, Project Superintendent ..„ T
Water Level
No. Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
below measure- and of graphic
measure ment power water situat-
ing point b/ __/ tion
. (foot) j [ [
164 13,5 Jan. 27, G,W S Creek Measuring point, SW side steel casing. Meas-





C,W D,S do. ""Measuring point, MEI minute for 28 minutes.
side galvanized iron casing. Estimated yields
167 100.4 do, C,W D,S Slope Steal casing. j gallons a minute.
168 149. __/ C,W D,5,11Gentle Steel casing. Unable to measure. Vegetable
■ slope garden irrigated. Measured yield, 2 gallons a
170 146.1 Jan. 26, C,W D,S }Ido.
~
160 feet steel casing at top. Yog- | minute.
1937 stable garden and orchard irrigated. Reported__ 3iard rock 160-170 feet. Reported strong supply
171 120.6 do. C,W D,S Ridge- Steel casing, j from coarse sand 170-177 feet.
: \ top Never fails in drought. Reported yield, 3 gal-*
173 83.5 Feb. 8, C,1? 7
'
N Flat Steel casing. J lons a minute.
1957 ,________, __
177 j 95.9 do. C,¥ S IGentle ' Do.. slope . ,
178 75.1 do. C,W D,S jFlat
""
Steel casing. Reported yield, 3 gallons a
■._
______
, ____»___. ____________ minute.




; 181 93.5 do. C,W D,S
'
do. ISteel casing. Reported yield, 2 gallons a
_■ __~«__»____ <. , minute. ,
184 82.l" do.
"
C,W S Ridge- . Steel casing.
i
top
185 75.9 do. C,W S |Gentle Do.
slope ' ______________
187 94.0 Feb. 22, G,W D,S Ridge- Steel casing/Reported yield, 3 gallons a mm
.1937 top ute. Never fails in drought.
188 110.3 Mar. 5, O,W D,S Flat Steel casing. Reported yield, 3 gallons a mm
1937 ute. Sanded up recently.
190 184.2!Feb. 12, cT¥" N do. !Steel casing. Unable to measure depth.
[1937 , "
191 80.2 Feb. 11, C,W N Creek Steel casing.
1937 bottoms
193 76.8 do. C,W N Slope Do.
194 74.0 Feb. 8, C,W S Creek Steel casing. Estimated yield, 3 gallons a
1957 bottoms minute.
195 122. ""__/ C,W D,S,I Gentle Steel Casing.. Reported yield, 2 gallons a
slope minute. Never fails in drought.




197 133.8 Feb. 10, C,W N Gentle Do.
1937 slope
198 116.8 do. C,W S do. Measuring point, S side steel casing. Sstimat-
ed yield, 5 gallons a minute.
19# 122.7 Mar. 2, C,W
"
N do. ""steel cc.sing.
1957 __.
m
200 103.4 Feb. 11, 0, r̂ D,S Flat Measuring point, S side steel casing. Report-
1957 ed yield, 3 gallons ?. minute from gray sandf
201 99.8 do. C,W N Gentle
'
Steel casing. \ 148-15Cfeet.
slope. ■ .
'202 88.1 Feb. 10, C,W D,S Flat Steel c:sing. EstiirL-:,ted yield, § gallons a
1957 minute. Never fails in drought.
15
Records of wells and springs in Dailam County
—
Continued
I I j j Height of
No. Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller Date Depth Diam- measuring
from division com- of eter point
Texline and pie- well of above
Block tod- (ft.) well ground
; (in.) (ft.) a/
203 16 miles 18, SWfSE^ Capitol Syn-| R. — — 112 4 1
south dicate blk. 6 Sallaska :
204 17 miles 76, HEjNE-J- Capitol Syn- | Peter
— — 78/ " 4_________ south __ dicate blk» 5 Toews __,-
205 18 miles 77, SW cor. do. E. 0.
— "
1911 106 4 1__ south SEx _____ Foster _____
206 18j-miles 55, NW cor. do.
~
Ike
— " -- "92 4 1.5___ south Thiessen





south NEx Reimer . p _____
208 16 miles 74^ N^wi do% Trustees" — 1928 "94 4 1__ south * .





211 do. do. do, j do, prairie [1921 2,345 8j_ _______ Oil&Gas Cc. _
213 16| miles 66, ME cor. do, |J. Grntchr — |1917 125 6 ~ —
south field f ; ____,






217 "do. 42, SE cor. do. Trustees' — — 156 5 1
218 21 miles 38, NW cor. do^ L. C. — ~ 192 -4 ~ X__ south Koontz ___
219 do. 39, SSjSEj do. J. v-. j
" ; -.-'- 194 4 2
_—-__»_.
— — — —
_-_. _—_—————— ___——_—_——— L^sswell {
220 20| miles 53, SW cor.Capitol Syn- |G. M, « 1920 192 4 1
south dicate blk. 4 Walter ____
222 24 miles 61, 33 cor. do. W. G.








225 24 miles 124, SEjlEj do. ■ »L. P.
—
~"1923 257 4 1
southeast Moren t Wright
226 22 miles 47, SW cor/ do. jj. Taylor j — — 276/ 4
southeast ; [ Estate ;
227 21 miles 45, NW cor."" do. J", M. -- ' — ~t"*295 4 1
southeast Taylor j
228 19| miles 2, WE cor. do. do. 1
— — 230/ * 4 3
southeast SEx _________
230 16J miles 18, SW cor. do. | 0. 0.
~~ — ' '"-- 226/ ~ 2.5
southeast SEx Haaeltoii
231 13 miles 26, NW-jNWj do. | L. -- — 228 " 4 2
southeast Lamberger






233 18^ miles 29, ME cor.Capitol Syn- JJ. L. — — j 300/ " 4 1.5
southeast SE^ iicate blk. 5 Smith \ \T 234 21f miles 23^ NSjSW| ! do. "are j
~ "
1931 300/ 4 1
southeast School
235 24J; miles 1, SW cor. do. W.M. Green
— —
228 4 1.5
southeast SE4 ; j Estate | .
236 31 miles 14/70 near T. C. RR. Co. 2. C. j — — 1 180 j 1 .5________
north west end _ blk. M27 { Collier } ) j
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of water pipe clamp, top of pumpbase or top of well cmrb.
b/ C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; T, turbine; W, windmill; G, gasoline engine; S,
16
C. R. Follett, Project Superintendent
%ator Level
Ho. Depth|Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
below measure- and of graphic
measur- ment power water sltiia-
ing point b/ c/ tion
(feet) J_ I I .
203 88# 6 Feb. 12, C,W D,S jGentle Steel casing.
1937 | slope
204 78. c/ C,W N do. jSteel casing. Unable to measure.
205" 89.S Feb. 12, c7w"~ D,S,I Flat "stool "sing. Reported yield, 3j gallons
-
1957 minute. Never fails in drought. _____




207 66.2 do. oCjl 5 Slope
'
Do.
208 77.0 jMar. 2, C,W 57s Flat Steel casing. Estimated yield? 8 gallons a
119571 1957 ffiinute« .210 105.8! do. C,W S
"
Ei.ll- Steel casing. Estimated yield, 5 gallons a
top |minute. Water level taken while pumping 5 gal-
211> -- ~ ~ None S3 ! do. Oil test. See log. 'j lons a minute.
213 90.9 Mar. 2, cTw 5Ts Gentle Steel casing. Reported yield, 1C gallons a__ 1937 , slope minute from gray sand at 120 feet.
216 133.81Feb. 10, C,W N do. Steel casing.
[1957 i . _
217 136.2 Feb. 12, C,W N do. "Galvanized iron casing.. 1957 j
218 158.8 do. C,W N do. Steel easing.
219 190.8 Mar. 2, cTw I'~~do~ Do 7|1957 ;
220 178.5 Feb. 12, C,W D,S Flat Do.
| 1937 j j I ______.„__




224 200.6 do. G,~ N Gentle Do.
; slope .
225 219.8 Apr. 1, C,W D,S Ridge- Steel casing. Estimated yield, 5 gallons a
,1957 I top minute. Never fails in drought.
226
— —
None i N Flat Steel casing. Well filled above static water__ . level with sand.
227 280.6 Feb. 13," O,W N 'do^ 'Steel casing.
______^
1957
;228 226.6 do. C,W N do. Steel casing. Unable to measure depth.
230 207.8 Mar. 6, cTw N Gentle DoT
J 1957 slope231 201,0 Mar. 5, G,W N do. Measuring point, bottom of notch on SW side
1937 of steel casing.
232 151.2 do. C,W D,S Flat Steel casing. Reported yield, 4 gallons a-
A minute. Never fails in drought.
233
— —
C,W N Slope Steel casing. Unable to measure.
234 286.3 Apr. 10, C,W P IFlat Steel casing. Unable to measure depth.
1957 | j
235 220.6 Apr. 1, C,W S Gentle Steel casing. Estimated yield, 3 gallons a
1957 slope minute.
i<r __^
236 133.3 Mar. 12, } C,N
'
N I- do. Steel casing.I |1957 I I | I _.__/ D, domestic; S, stock; I, irrigation; Ind, industrial; PTP T public; W, not used,
d/ No water sample collected for analysis.
c/ I7ater level reported.
17





No. Distance Section Sub- Ownor iDriHer Date Depth Diam-jmeasuring
from division com- of jeter point
Dalhart and pie- well j of above
Block ted (ft.) (wall j ground
, . . 1 j(in.) (ft.) a/237 29^ miles 19, iW^JWj T. C. HR. Co.! TTC. j — — 121 j 4 1
north blk. M27 Blackburn |
238 do. David do. D.
— — 79 J 4 1
Harmon Harmon j
239 do. do. do, do. )
— — 69/ 4
240" 27J- miles 22, N^NTj- jcapitol 3yn- i J., S.
— ~"~^ 44 6~~ 1.2
north dicate blk'.18 Penner
'
241 26| miles 30, NW cor.! do] jJ.F. Shell r1937 135 fl2 0
north | enberg ■■ ~, ,
242 do. 28, NE cor."" do. jColdwater j — j — 59 5 1________ School s ; ______
243 28 miles 2, SE cor. do. A. P. I
— —
64 4 1.5
north \ Epp _
244 27 miles 26, SE cor.' do. J. A.
— — 41/ 4 1
north "■ Schmidt
246 25 miles 53, NEjNWj ~&o~* ?" -- | — 95 ~ j 1
north Goosen i _
248 do. 50, NW|Sl| doT
~
¥i ! I—| 37 6 2.5
■ T:Tiebe [
; 250 24f miles 48, ST^Wf do.
"
CO. \ — '1937 84 ; 4
north Nickels I j
251 25^ miles 49, HE cor." do.
~
do. j
— " — 43 4 1
north | ;
254 24 miles 58, SW cor.] do. j A. H. -^ * — 92 4 1
north Wst [ Unruh
255 24^ miles 58, NW cor.! do, G.
— —
94 4 .5
north mk I Fritzler .





257 24Jmiles 60, HW cor.: do. Mi J. --" — 140 5 .2 ' \
north J Grqft l_J 1 t
258 24 miles 62, SE cor.i do. J. T. }
— J'— 94/ 6
north ; I Sneed,Jr^ ;
259* 25 miles 44, SWjNEi j do^ do. . — — 70 6 2
north | j
260 27-! miles 18, mi ccr.l dcv j do. "T" — | — ~9E 6 2
north j _,_
261 26|miles 37, NEjNfJ! do. do. j
— I — 240/ 6 3
north j ; j i I t
262 do. 7S7 S S^SfNT^H.&T. C. RR.Co. R. j
— —
290 6
| blk. 50 Crabtrse [ j
263 27 miles 5, SEjSBj doT jS. N.
" — — ~~2007 1 3
north ( Crabtroe | __.
264 27 miles 109, lEjSl^ H.&T. C.RR.Co. R. L. -- j— j 257 4 1.3
northeast I blk. 47-g: j Motley ! __.
265 25-^- miles 10, 3E%SE| I.& G.N.RrVco. A.H.Belo, — | — 226 « ~ 1
northeast
'
| blk. 1 j Estato ]__„
266 26J miles 186, NE cor.|T.& N.O.RR.CoT \;.A.n?hcrt '—
"
238 4
northeast | blk. 1T j en 1 |
267|22i miles 223, N^Mf | do. j T. "0. j -T"
— } 200/! 5 1
[northeast .
* | I Pugh j I .
268 23j miles *>, SE^SE^ |l.& G.N.RR.Co. A^H.Belc, ~ — 200/1" 4
northeast blk. 1 j estate. i
269 20 miles 60, N^SEj JH.& T.C.RR.Cc. A. M. j
~
J — 200/ 4 .6northeast | blk. 47^- j James j j j , j
-18
-
_ C. R. Follett, Project 3upc rintendent
Water Level j j
-No. DepthiDate of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
below (measure- and of Igraphic
measur- m©nt power water)situs-
ing Doint b/ 0/ 1 tion
i (feet) I I I , ,
237 71.7 jMar. 12, C,W ( D,S jGentle Steel casing. Reported yield, 3 gallons a
"__ 1937 I slope minute. Never fails in drought.: 238 66.0 &0~. C,W 1 D,S !Flat Do.
239 "—
— C,W N i do. Steel casing. Filled above static water level
'
j ____^ with sand.
i 240 20.2 Mar. 10, C,W , N Slope Steel casing*
__^
1937 i I |__
241 51.9 do. T,G, IGentle Bolted steel barrel casing at top. Perforated
I 40 j slope steel casing at bottom. Pomping test not com-
242| 34.1 Mar. 11, C,H P Flat Steel casing. Estimated j pieted. See log.
. I 1957 yield, 8 gallons a minute. Reported water tur«-. 2431 35,2 Mar. 10,' C,W N iGentle |Steel casing. ~"{ bid..
! 1937 slope I ; j244 37.8 Mar. 4, C,W N Flat f Steel casing. Unable to measure depth. -I ,1957 I I





j .1937 I I _243 16.5 [Feb. 4, C,-. N do. Do.
j 11937 j
250j 35. c/ C,W D,S 'Gentle ! Steel casing. Unable to measure. Reported
slope j yield, 3 gallons a minute. Never fails in
251 37.4 Feb. 4, C,W X do. jUnable to see casing. Estimated j drought.__ 1937 Iyield, 3 gallons a minute.x 254 82.5 Mar. 10, G,W N do. |Steel casing.
. 1937 1 I I
255 72.6 !Apr. 5, C,W I 5 ' Flat I ■ DoTI 1957 I 1256 j — Apr. 27, — S Creek Estimated flow, 10 gallons a minute from num-
I 1937 bottoms! erous openings along stream in 2 sections. Re-257!119.4jApr. 5, G,E N Gentle j Steel casing. ] ported less flow in summer.
11957 slope [Measuring point, top of wood platform.
258 60. ! c/ C,W N Slope |Steel casing. Unable to measure.
1 j i I J ,259! 67.4 Apr. 5, o,^ N I do. jSteel casing.
I jl9gg





None N Flat Steel casing. Filled above static water level
_ j with sand.
262
— — O,W D,S j Gentle Steel casing. Unable to measure.
jslope
263
-- — C,W N do. Do.
264 j232.1 Mar. 20, C,W I N do^ Steel casing.
j [1957 I ,265J205.7 t do. G,¥ D,S Creek Steel casing. Water level taken while pumping
1 bottoms 8 gallons a minute. Never fails in drought.
266
— —
C,W S Slope Steel casing. Unable to measure water level.
257
— — c,- j li Gentle Steel casing. Unable to measure.
; j slope ■
268
— — "None N do. Do.





■ INone : N I do. T>o.
! I j
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No, Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller Date Depth Diam- measuring
from division com- of eter point
Dalhart and pie- well of above
Block ted (ft.) well groundI {in.) (ft.) a/
£70 19 miles 62, SW cor.H.Sc T.CURR.Co. 1). 0. j — — 299/ 4 1
northeast SEx ' t Hazelton J
271 21 miles 867 NWjSW^ do. S. T. jT. 1912 240 j 6 —
north Fagan Morford




do. 99, SW cor. do.
'
do.
— — 197jf 4 3
276 22^- miles 39, NW cor.Capitol Syn- Trustees — "V-r- 249" 4~~ 1.5
north dicate blk. 19
277 21 miles 42, SE cor. do. do. — -.- 199/ 4 1.5
north NEx
280 22 miles 17, SW cor. do. G. H.
— — 300/ 6 .5
north . Clem




285 22 miles 32, SBjSEjGapitol Syn- Texas — ' — 271/ 5 .5
north dicate blk. CS







289 do. 7, SE cor. do. J. J. | H 1931 189 4 1_ Sallaska
'290 do. 25, NW-JSWf do. E. L. |
~ — 141/ 6; , Henderson '
292 23 miles 10, SW+SWj do. H. F. | ~ — 156 4 ,3
north Friesen
294 do. 14, SW cor. do. State of
— — 132/ 6 .6
_^
Texas
295 20 miles 51, SEjSE-J do. do.
— —
269 j 5 1
north ■
299 16^ miles 16, SWjNWj Capitol Syn- G, S. — — 300/ 4
north dicate blk. 9 Lashley
300 18f miles 5, SW cor- do. A. A. — -- 172 4 1
north NWx Gaede
301 17 miles 22, NEjNEj do* L. H, — — 300/ 4_ north Beams
302 15 miles 28, NE cor. do. A. Q.
— — 300/ 8 2
north SEx Bonner
304 14 miles 97 SEjNWj H.& T.CRR.Co. A.M.jDalhart Oil*1926' Spso —
north blk. 47jr James] & Gas Co >
306 15 miles 29, NE corJ do. ' J. J. R. F. 1934 394 5 1
north SEx Glisan Bownds
307 17-J miles 477 NWjiJWi do. G. E. — — 400 4
north _j Moorehead
308 14f miles 14, SE cor. do. James | — — 252/ 4 1.5
north NWx Ranch Col
310 16 miles 26, NW CorJ do. M. A,
— — 300/1 4 —
northeast NEj-SEz Wynne _J
311 17 miles 397 SWjSEj do. F. I. — — 300/ 4 .5
northeast Ruff .
313 16^*miles 24, SW-J-SEj do. T. 0.
— — j 415 5 2
northeast Pugh
(315" 18 miles 21, SWjSWj do. M. P. — 1927 352 4 1'
northeast Cockle |
318 19f miles 291, NW-J- JT.& N.O.RR.Co. C.R.I.&G. C.H. Old 337 12northeast jblk. IT RR.Co. McVay









C. R, rolle.tt, Project Superintendent ..
Water Level <
No, DepthDate of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
below measure-* and of graphic
measur- ment power water situa-




C- N ,Flat Steel casing. Unable to measure.
271 220, ef C,W D,s"" Creek Steel casing. Unable to measure. Reported
. bottoms yield„ 4 gallons a minute from fine gray sand
274 — ' — C,W D,S do, " Steel casing. Unable (Never fails in drought*
. to measure. Reported yield, 6 gallons a min-
275
— " — "" C,W S do, "ute from sand at 260 feet. Fever fails in dro
. . Steel casing. Unable to measure * { ught«
276 240*4 Apr.s, C,W S do. Steel casing. Estimated yield, 2 gallons a ;
1937 minute,
277




280 — ~ C,W N : Gentle Do, . .
.; slope |
281
— — — —
Oil test. See Log. Exact location not known.
285




287 230,5 Mar.l7, C,W N Flat Unable to see casing. Measuring point, top
1937 of concrete,
289 157, ef C,W D,S do. Steel casing. Unable to measure* Reported"
weak supply, .
"290
— — N,W N Gentle Steel casing. Unable to measure.
slope
_^ .
292 130.8 Mar,lo, C,W N do. "Galvanized iron casing* Measuring point,
1937 top of concrete, . ,
294 :—:
— —
None N do. Galvanized iron casing. Unable to measure..;




None N do. Steel casing. Unable to measure,
300 162,5 Mar.22, C,H N^ do"i Steel casing.
1957
301 285. _/ C,W N do. Steel casing. Unable to measure.
302 ,*— ,—< C7w N^ dol DoT
304
— — — —
do. Oil test. See log.
306
— — C,W D,S do. Steel casing. Unable to measure. Reported
■ weak supply but never fails in drought,
307 370, _/ C,\7 D,S do. Steel casing. Unable to measure. Reported
yieldy 5 gallons a minute. Ivevor fails in dro
308
— —
C,~ N do. Steel casing. Filled above static water {ught,
level with sand.
310
— — C,W S do. Steel casing. Unable to measure,
311 tl I_ C7w J3 doT DoT
313 385, Tf C7w N doT VoZ
315 320. ef C,W D,S do. Steel casing. Unable to measure. Reported
■■
' Iyield, 3 gallons a minute. Never fails in dvo-
318 265, ef — — Flat Steel casing. Reported yield, 94 gal- [ught.
__^













Records of wells and springs in Pallam County
—
Continued
I : Height of
No. Pistance Section Sub- Owner Priller Pate Depth Piam- measuring
from division eom~ of eter point
Palhart and pie- well of above
Block ted (ft.) well ground -__ _ , | l(in.) (tt.) jl/
320 17 miles 392, SWjSfJ do. D. M, — — I 899/ 4 1
east McKnight




F. T33T HREF""! TS
east blk. 1 McClesky Williams ■
328 11-J miles 22, SW cor. H.& T.C.RR. J. A. — — 290 4 1
east Co.blk. 48 1 Mathews [Mitchell 1
329 dol '8, Near Joel 1. j — Old 320 | 4 1
SW corner Moore Tilson j
330 13 miles 2, NEjNEj C.T.RR-.Co.J. Kirkpat- — ' 300/ 4 1.5
east blk. 1A rick I
334 17 miles 4, SEjSEf Abraham W. W.
— — 200/ 4 1
northeast Smith Plumb _____ _.
335 14£ miles 12, Point, W. M. E.
— —
200/ 4 1
northeast E side Pardue Shepperd ;
336 11-J miles "8, SW cor. do. J. R. — — ' 300/ 4 1.7
northeast Jenkins
339 11 miles 7, SW cor. Joel C.
—
1934 319 4 1
east Moore Witt Reagan
342 7 miles 26, SWjSIJ 8,&5.F.~ E. J.
--
1226 | 300/ ~4 "I
east blk. 1 Shriner ;
344112 miles 10, SW cor. do. S.
"
j
— — 300/ 6 1
northeast Robinson ■
345 13^ miles 8, NEj-HEj- do. H. J. j
—
j— - ! 300/ ' 4 2
northeast . i McCuistidn ■
347 111miles 12, NW|SI| Brooks&Burl- Southwestern— 1928 j 400 4 1
north eson blk. 1| Life Ins. Co*
348 lOj- miles 13, SE cor. do. J. L. |"~ — ' 400 » 5
north j Welch , i
350 do. 3, NEjSEf ' do. { Welch I -- j — 300/ j 4 1
'
Bros.
353 8|miles 28, SEjSEj- do. E. R.
—
1986 320 14 2
north m Smith I ___
354 do.
'
26, SW cor.j dol L. F. j 11917 286 4 1
| j Bolton | I " 1 I360 4| miles 11, SE cor.1 H.& T.C.RR.Co. S. |
— — j 200/ 1 4 .5
east SWJ- blk. 48 Harishausen ,___
362 In Dal- 327 NWj do^ ' West Tgx- iLayne- — j 899 *24
hart as Util. Co .'Texas
I
| j""" Co. ; , |




1" _ . . |366 4 miles 19, SE cor.1 Capitol Syn- eT" — 1902 ] 300 " 4 2
north dicato blk.l Mcllroy j j j
367 6 miles 25, NEjNSj " do. | Price,Daw I — "1275 j 6 0
north | son&Fuqua __| ..j
370 6^ miles 28, NEj-NE-J I do7~ P. Higen- — — 287/ 6
northwest baugh i j
371 8£ miles 23, NW cor. Capitol Syn- Price,Vox
— I 300/ j6 " 0
north SWJ^ dicate blk.2 son & Fu'qua _j .,373 12 milos 55, SlfNEj do. ) Vera Ellis — — 300/ 4 1.5
north [ ,
374 ll£ miles 53, SSfSS| do. Price,Paw »— I 300/ 4 1.3
north 1 son & Fuqua | 1 I i
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of water pipe clamp, top of pump
base or top of well curb.







C. R. Follett, Project Superintendent
Water Levei
~~~
No. Depth jDate of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
. below Jmeasure- and of graphic
measur- ment power water situa-
ing point b/ of tion .:__ I(feet) I j _
520
— — C,W N Gentle Steel casing. Unable to measure.
slope
326 312. of C,W D,S Ridge- Steel casing. Unable to measure. Reported
top yield, 4 gallons a minute from coarse gravel
328 269.1 Mar. 31, C,W D,S Gentle
"
Steel casing. Reported yield, 3} at 349 feet.
1937 slope gallons a minute. Never fails in drought.
329 286.1 do. C,W D,S do. Do,
330
— —
C,W D,S Mound- Steel casing. Unable to measure. Reported
top yield, 2 gallons a minute. Never fails in dror
334




c,W S do. " Do.
336 -- -- cTi 5 Flat Do"! '
339 208. c/ C,W D,S do. 319 feet steel casing, perforated at bottom.
Estimated yield, 3 gallons a minute from coarse
._ ; ___ dark brown sand, 270-519 feet. Never fails in
342
— —
C,W N do. Steel casing, Unable to measure. j drought.




— — C,W D,S Slope Do.
~
347 390. ef C,W D,S Gentle
""
Steel'casing. Unable to measured Reported ;
■ _ slope yield, 2 gallons c. minute. Never fails in dro-
348 390. ef C,W N do. Steel casing. Unable to measure. |ught.
350 286.0 Apr. 13, C,F S do. "steel casing. Unable to measure depth.
1937 1 .
353 281.4 Apr. 10, C,W D,S,I Flat Steel casing. Unable to measure depth. Report-
1937 led yield, 5 gallons a minute. Well never fails
354 274. ef G,¥ D,S do. Steel casing. Unable to measure. j in drought.
h
Reported yield, 3 gallons a minute from grave1-
360
" — —
C,W N Ridge- Steel casing. Unable j ly clay, 280-286 feet.
[ top to measure.
362 248. &/ TTitEt P Flat Steel casing. Unable to measure. Reported
60 yield, 265 gallons a minute. See log. Well
number 10. Never fails in drought. Well sands
363
— — —
P do. See log. City of Dalhart water supply. up»
; Well number 11.
____________________»____
366 263.2 Apr. 10, C,W D,S Slope Steel casing. Reported yield, 3 gallons a mm
1937 ute. Never fails in drought.






C,W N do. Steel casing. Unable to measure.
371 291.0 Apr. 10, C,W D,S,I Ridge- Steel casing. Unable to measure depth. Est-
[ 1957 top imated yield, 4 gallons a minute. Vegetable
373
— —
C,W N Flat Steel casing. Unable to ] garden irrigated.
measure.
374
— — C,W S Gentle Steel casing. Unable to measure. Estimated
.^ : Islope yield, 5 gallons a minute.
ef D, domestic; S, stock; 1,, irrigation; Ind", industrial;p, public; Jl, not used.d/ No water sample collected for enalvsis.— *-.~ ■_ " " " " l ■
c/ Wafcer level reported.
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Records of wells and springs in Dallam County
—
Continued
I | ! j j r | Height ofNo, Distance Section Sub- Owner Driller Date Depth Diam- measuring
from division com- of eter point
Dalhart and pl£~ well of above
Block ted (ft.) well ground
; , I |(in.)| (ft.) &/
375 12 miles 46, SW cor, Capitol 3yn- G. H.
— —
300 4
northwest dicate blk.2 Hansen
376 10-| miles 12, SEjNW| do. Hale & — - — 257 5 2
northwest | -Perks j "
377 8J miles 3, MEjSIJ- do. E. 1
~
1923 214 5 2
northwest " j . Ashby _
380 9 miles 27, SEjNliSj brooks. & Bur- R. C. I 1 --- 155 i 4 2
west leson blk. 2 Johnson
381 £% miles 38, NE cor. do. H. F. — 1931 198 ~ I 2~~
west John
382 6J- miles 36, NE corj do^
'
Kate





384 5% miles 32fc, SW^S^- do. 0* F. — — 229 5 1- west Salasky _»____-__,
386 6 milos 14, 8E cor, do. C. W, — — 246 4 0
northwest Baker \ ___
387 54 miles 1, SS cor. do. D. I — 1906 280 4
northwest Frampton.; |
388 6^ miles 2, NWfSW| do. jPrice, Daw-laden D.1935 4,126
northwest i ison & Fugual Warner J ,a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of water pipe clamp, top of pump
base or top of well curb,
b/ C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; I, turbine; W, windmill; G, gasoline engine; 3,
steam; E, electric motor; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
24
C. R. Follott, Project .. . , ,
Water Level
No. Depth Date of Pump Use Tope- Remarks
below measure- and of graphic
measur- ment po?jror water situa~
ing point b/ 0/ tion
j (feet) _
375 — -r- C,W D,S Gentle Steel casing. Unable to measure. Estimated
slope yield, 4 gallons a minute.
376 247.2 Feb. 24, C,- N do. Steel casing. Near Highway 87.
11937 I377 211.6 do. G',W D,S Greek Steal casing. Reported yield, 3;| gallons a
' bottoms minute. Never fails in drought.
I 380 152.6 Apr. 1, C,W
'
S do. Steel casing.
\ 1937 .
381 171.0 Mar. 1, C,W D,S,I" Gentle Steal casing. Reported yield, 15 gallons a
1937 slope minute. Never fails in drought. Vegetable gar-
;; 382 166.1 "do." G,W N Slope
"
Steel casing. '| den irrigated.
"~384 200,5 doT None N Ridge- Do7~
top
t




387 220. c/ C,r>H D,S,I do. Steel casing. Reported yield, 3 gallons a mm
ute. Never fails in drought. Veg.etab^e garden
388
— — — —
dol Oil test. See log. Iirrigated.1 1 1
c/ D, domestic; S, stock; I, irrigation; Ind, industrial; P, public; N, not used.d/ No water sample collected for analysis.
of Water level reported.
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Table of Drillers' Logs, Dallam County, Texas
Driller's log pf well 28 Drillers' log of well 211
S. H. Walton, ¥. W. and D. C. R.R. Co., i Prairie Oil and Gas Co., Trustees farm.
air-R.R. roundhouse in Texline. I?<| miles south of Texline.
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Clay and sand- --25 25 Brown shale
-
110 110
Packed sand 45 70 Water sand 260 380
Quicksand 20 90 Blue slate
- -
80 460
Hard rock 10 100 Slate-
— - -
10 470
Blue clay: 130 230 Rock 40 510
Water sand 20 250 Lime 15 525
Hard rock- --■■*-.- 5 255 Sand
- - -
40 565
Soft blue clay 5 260 Slate J.5 570
Coarse sand-
----- — - 25 285 Rock 120 690
Hard rock- 10 295 Slate- 10 700
CASING RECORD: 40 feet of 12-J inch cas*n; Rock -- - 25 725
ing, 60-100 feet. 243 feet of 10 inch Slate 10 735
casing at top. Lower 400feet of 10 inch. Rock- 40 775
e&sdng perforated; ".. Gravel and water- - - — 7 282
Rock- - - -- 18 800
Drillers' log of well 143 Slate
---- -- - 270 1070
Buffalo Oil Syndicate, G. H. Brewster Rock - -- - 10 1080
farm, 13j- miles east of Texline. Slate -- - --. - 40 H2O
Red skake S5 60 Lime shell 20 1140
Gumbo - - 15 75 Rock- - 50 1190
Blue shale 65 140 Slate
-
40 1230




--- - -- -
5 1243
Blue shale 25 205 Shale - 155 1260
Sand rock 20 225 Sand 25 1285
Brown shale 15 240 Shale 75 1360
Sandy lime rock
-
35 275 Sandy lime 25 1385
Hard lime rock 1 276 Water sand 5 1390
Sandy gumbo 12 288 Slate 15 1405
Lime rock 18 296 g^a 45 1450
Blue shale and boulders-
—
12 308 Water sand- - — 50 1500






Sand rock 5 321 Water sand
-
10 1560
Sandy shale 29 350 Shale- - 5 1565
Gumbo and boulders
—
25 375 Water sand-
-
95 1660
Brown shale and boulders
- -
40 415 Sandy lime-
------ - 30 1690
Brown gumbo 15 430 Shale- 15 1705
Sandy shale and boulders - - 20 450 Lime- --------- - 25 1730
Hard shale 30 480 Shale 95 1825













85 685 Shale 25 3030
Sand rock- ..10 695 Lime 20 2050
Blue shale and boulders-
- -
30 725 Slate -«,-,. 5 2055
Blue sandy shale - — 60 785 Lime -" -' "" - - 45 2100
Sand rock
--
45 830 Slate 20 2120
Packed sand and shale-
-- -
31 861 Lime- - — ----- - - 20 2140
Brown gumbo- 129 990 Slate- 5 2145
Packed sand and shale- 47 1037 Water sand 20 2165
Sand rock 5 1042 Sandy shale 60 2225
Backed sand and shale-
— -
21 1063 Clay- --- --- - - 25 2250
Packed sand and sand rock-
- 22 1085 Sandy shale- 10 2260
(Continued on next page)
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Table of Drillers T Logs, Daliam County
—
Continued
Drillers' log.sof well 211— Continued i Drillers* log of well 281
—
Continued
Thickness Depth .Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Shells --20 I2280 Hard pink lime 20 1530
Quicksand 45 2325 Hard white lime 30 1560
Clay 20 2345
'
Hard salt 135 1695
Hard gray lime 30 1725
Drillers' log of well 241 Red mud, hole full of water 20 1745
J. F. Shellenberg, J. F. Shellfenb.erg.fa'im.u Soft red sand 165 1910
26-| miles north of Dalhart. Red mud --10 1920
Mostly sand, some spots of :.", ... Red sand- --.---.----50 1970
clay- -52 52 Brown lime -■ 4 1974




15 85 Red shale-
- -275 2275
Clay 5 90 White salt 30 2305
Red water sand 20 110 TOTAL DEPTH 4506





5 135 Drillers*.log of well 3Q4. _
(JTote: Could not tell how thick last water Dalhart Oil and Gas Co., A. M. James




Drillers' log of well 281 Lime 14 20
Wood Brothers et al., Trustees.'22j miles Red sandy clay- -145 165
north of Dalhart. Water sand-
--
----50 215
Blue shale -130 130 Red sandy clay 15 230
White shale 60 190 Sand 35 265
Sand 10 200 Red clay 45 310
Lime --32 232 Water sand 15 325
Blue shale -58 290 Clay 10 335
Pink shale 20 310 Water sand 47 382
Lime- 5 315 Clay 13 395
Blue shale 35 350 Sand 10 405
Sandy shale, hole full of water $5 Sss Water sand and clay 15 420
P:##!::f!!!!::f5l W> ?Jcr18aBd \l TaLime- - — ------- jg .^g Red clay- ---------15 450
Red rock - ---------15 460 Water sand- --------10 460
Blue shale 35 495 Red clay 35 495
Sandy shale 45 540 Hard shale 4 499
Red rock 50 590 Blue shale -40 539
Lime 25 615 Red clay 10 549
Red rock 5 620 Shale and hard lime 20 569
Sandy lime -20 640 Blue shale
—
1 570
Red rock 140 780 Red rock -155 725
Gypsum water- 5 785 Bandy limeT eil shew- 10 735
Sandy lime 35 820 Red rock 25 760
Sana 15 835 Sfeter sand 10 770
Red rock 120 955 Gray lime 5 775
Lime 100 1055 Water sand 15 790
Red rock * .60 1115 Gray lime- 10 800





-35 1150 Lime water 5 820
Red mud- - - -120 1270 Red rock 12 832
Red sand 60 1330 Black shale 3 835
Mud 20 1350 Blue slate 2 837
Lime -10 1360 Gray lime ■ 4 841
Hard salt -70 1430 Gray sand 9 850
Soft salt 10 1440 Blue shale 8 858
Mud -10 1450 Red rock 10 \ 868
Hard salt 60 1510 Hard blue lime
- 4 j 872' (Continued on next page)
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Table of Drillers' Logs, Dallam County— Continued
Drillers' log of well 304— Continued Drillers' log of well 304— Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Light sand - 7 879 Sand- -~ 5 1965
Red rock 6 885 Red shale 7 1972
Gray water sand 90 975 Sand- "<"
-
4 1976
Gray lime 125 1000 Red shale 4 1980
Blue shale 10 1010 Lime 13 1993
Red rock- 3 1013 Red shale 6 1999
Brown shale- 27 1040 Sand- 46 2045
Red rock -110 1150 Red sand 20 2065
Gray lime 45 1195 Sand- ■-
- 12 2077
Red rock- IS 1200 Red shale 5 2082
Brown shale 85 1285 Sand 105 > 2187
Red rock 25 1310 Red shale 43 2230
Quicksand, water-
---
10 1320 Black slate -- ----30 2260




— - _ - -
30 1355 Black lime- --.-- 5 2295
Gray flint 5 1360 Blue shale-* -^
- - - 110 2405
Red clay- 10 1370 Blue and red shale-
-- - -
20 2425
Red sand 15 1385 Hard lime*
-
---.*«"- 2 2427
Brown shale 7 1392 j Red and blue shale 28 2455
White lime - 8 1&00 Red rock 15 2470
Red clay 3 1403 Lime- - - k* - 4 2474
White lime 6 1409 TOTAL DEPIH i*i- |2850
Red sand 4 1413
Sandy white lime- 10 1423 Drillers* ldg of Well 318
Red clay 2 1425 C. H. McVay, C. R. 1.. &Gi R.R* Co. I9j
White lime- ------20 1445 miles northeast of Dalhart.
Blue shale- 5 1450 Soil and clay 10 10
Gray flint --15 1465 Clay and sand
- 275 285
Gray lime ■ -20 1485 Water sand 50 335
White lime -15 1500 TOT.AL DSPTH- 337




- 20 1535 ing. 41 feet of 10 inch casing lapped 30
Hard black lime -------25 1560 feet into bottom of 12 inch casing, 38
Red and blue shale-
----- 5 1565 feet 10 inch strainer at bottom.
Sand 5 1570
Red rock 5 1580 Drillers' log of well 388
Oil sand
— - -150 1730 Sbert D. Warner, Price, Dawson, and Fuqua
Lime- . 5 X735 farm. 615- miles northwest of Dalhart.
Oil sand -40 1775 Surface- --25 25
Lime 3 1778 White gypsum -30 55
Red shale -22 1800 Light sand- 15 70
White sand 25 1825 Gray water sand 175 245
Red sand and lime 5 1830' Yellow clay 35 280
Sand 5 1835 Water sand
—
28 308
Red shale 5 1840 Q,uicksand~ 62 370
Lime and sand 2 1842 Brown sand 5 375
Sand 1 1843 Gray sand- 15 390
Red shale-
—- - - -----
5 1848 Yellow sand-
------ -
5 395
Sand 3 1851 White water sand
-
25 420
Red shale 4 1855 Yellow clay
- 10 430
Lime
- - 2 1857 Water gravel 10 440
Red shale 33 1890 Yellow clay 10 450
Water sand 10 1900 Red shale 20 470
Red shale 53 1953 Red bed sand, water 130 600
Sand-
—— —
4 1957 Sand, water 4 bailers of water
Red shale
— —
3 1960, per hour 1? 617
(Continued on next page)
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Table of Drillers1 Logs, Dallam County
—
Continued
Drillers* log of well 388--Continued Drillers' log of well 388— Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Brown shale 208 825 Red rock 5 1985
Water sand, hole full of -/."■-.. Lime shell 7 1992
water 18 843 Yellow sand, hole full of
Red shale 105 948 water 28 2020
Sand, hole full of water - - 8 956 Red beds- 40 2060
Red beds
— -
9 965 Sand, hole full of water
—
85 2145
Broken gray; lime, water 10 975 Quicksand, hole full of
Hard white lime shell 15 990 water 40 2185
Red shale 40 1030 Red beds 150 2335
Water sand, hole full ofwater 30 1060 Sandy salt, hole full of
Red bed-
-
10 1070 water 13 2348
Blue shale 10 1080 Red rock ~ - 117 2465
Quicksand, hole full of water 55 1135 Salt 141 2606
Red nock 15 1150 TOTAL DEPTH- * - - - - j 4126




Sand streak, water - - - — 1 1168
Sand, hole full of water - - 22 1190
Red beds 60 1250






Red beds 7 1305
Broken lime, hole full of






- - - — " - - 17 1375
Red shale 7 1382
Broken lime shell, water
- -
3 1385
Red sand, hole full of water 35 1420
Red rock with gypsum shells- 70 1490
Brown sand-
------- - 10 1500
Red rock - 65 1565
Red sand, hole full of water 45 1610
Brown sandy shell- - 5 1615
Red quicksand, water
- 25 1640
Red mud 10 1650
White hard anhydrite- 20 1670
Blue shale- 5 1675
Red rock and gypsum- - - - - 10 1685
Anhydrite 110 1795
Broken lime, hole full of
water- 31 1826
Gypsum and lime shell 36 1862
Red quicksand, hole full of
water- 8 1870


















White sand, water 21 1938





Logs of test wells drilled by W. P. A. labor in Dallan County, Texas
(Samples examined and classified by C. R. Follett, Project Superintendent..;)
Well 2 Well 15— Continued
Gentlyrolling, on side county road, SI Thickness Depth
corner sec. 1, M. E. Hay Subdivision, 7|? (feet) (feet)
miles north of Texline. Sandy pink clay-
------
i 31
Thickness Depth Clean coarse sand and gravel 3 34
(feet) (feet) Struck v/ater at 14 feet,
Topsoil- --.-*-■-.----- 4 4 Water 3.eyelr 13.2 feet below top of
Sandy brown clay -------2 6 ground, ■§" hour after hole completed.




Caliche 3 15 Well 18
Coarse red sand and gravel
- -
4 19 Flat, on side of county road, NW corner
Coarse sand and small red seev.6l, M. E. Hay Subdivision, 5g- miles
gravel- ----- — - -- 3. 22 northeast of Texline.
Red sand-
—
---__ 3 25 Topsoil- 4 4
Red clay with small gravel - - 7 32 Red clay 2 6
Red sandy clay 21 53 Caliche 24 30
Jan. 25, 1937. Red sand 7 37
Hard caliche 7 44
Well 11 Struck caliche rock at 44 feet.
Hat, on side of county road, SE corner Jan. 12,1937.
sec. 54, M. E. Hay Subdivision, 7j miles
east of Texline. Well 22
Topsoil- ----------- l 1 Flat, on side of county road, SW corner
Caliche- 8 9 sec. 70, M. E. Hay Subdivision, 5 miles
Sandy red clay ~ — - - - - - 2 11 east of Texline.
Red sand ■
-
3 14 Topsoil- 4 4
Gravel with sand 3 17 Caliche- ~ - _ _ — 5 9
Sand with coarse gravel-
- - -
10 27 Red sand-
---------
1 10
Dec. 10, 1936. Caliche 14 24
Red sand- -- ------- l 25
Well 13 j Caliche 2$ 46
Hat, 400 feet south of Rabbit Ear Creek, Sandy red clay- — 2 48
on side of county road, SI corner sec. 72 > Red water sand-
------ 6 54
M. E. Hay Subdivision, 7-§ miles east of : Sandy red clay- - - - - - 3 57
Texline. i Struck water at 48 feet.
Topsoil- 4 4 Water level, 44.37 feet below top of
Sandy gray clay ------3 7 ground, 72 hours after hole completed.
Sandy red clay 11 18 Dec. 29,1936.
Caliche and clay -------8 26
Sandy red clay- 19 45 Well 26
Red water sard-
-- -----
5 50 Flat, on side'of county road, SW corner
Red clay- 9 59 sec. 38, M. ~E. Hay Subdivision, 3j miles
Red water sand-
- — - - —
3 62 north of Texline.
Struck water at 26 feet. Topsoil- 2 2
Water level, 26.3 feet below top of Caliche -11 13
ground, 1-g- hours after hole completed. Small sandy caliche and graveil£s 28
Dec. 11, 1936. Sandy caliche 2 30
Caliche, rosks, and sand 8 38
Well 15 Jan. 25, 1937.
Dry lake bed 7 feet below normal ground,
SE corner M. E. Hay farm in sec. 71, M. . Well 27
E. Hay Subdivision, 7 miles east of Tex- Near dry creek, on side of county road,
line. 400 feet north of SE corner sec. 55,
Brown sandy loam-
------




Clean coarse sand and small Topsoil- ---------- 6 6
gravel- ---------- 2'l 30 Caliche and caliche rock 2 8
Jan. 20,1937.
30
Logs of W, P. A. test wells in Dallam County
—
Continued
Well 32 Well 55
Dry creek bed, southwest cornea? of bridge Dry lake bed, on side of county road, SW
on Highway 87, sec. 87, M. E. Hay Subdivi- corner sec. 1, Block 4, F. D. W. Subdivi-
sion, 2^- miles southeast of Texline. i sion, 9-g- miles east of Texline,
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Loose sand and gravel-
- - - - 6 6 Sandy reddish-gray clay - ~ 3 3
Sand and large rock-
-----
2 8 Sandy blue clay- ----- — 6 9
Coarse sand 7 15 Sandy pink clay- -31 40
Feb. 15,1937. Struck water at 4 feet.
Water level, 2.2 feet below top of ground,
Well 33 April 19,1937.
Rolling, on side of county road,at turn, j
center east line sec. 83, M. E. Hay Sub- Well 66
division, 5 miles east of Texline. Dry lake bed, 15 feet below normal ground,
Topsoil- -----------2 2 350 feet inside center of south line Troy
Pink caliche
-—- - - - -,£ gilg il Thompson farm in sec. 6, Block 4, F. D. W.
Struck caliche rock at 11 feet. Subdivision, 11-J- miles east of Texline.
Dec. 14, 1936, Sandy reddish-brown clay 8 8
Sandy grayish-brown clay- 4 12
Well 35 Bluish clay 28 40
G-ently rolling, on side of county road, Struck water at 12 feet.
SE corner sec. 94, M. E. Hay Subdivision, Water level, 5.2 feet below top of ground,
5J- miles southeast of Texline. 24 hours after hole completed,
Topsoil . 5 5 | April 19,1937.
Pink caliche 14 19 !
Struck caliche rock at 19 feet. Well 67
Dec. 14, 1936. | Gently rolling, on side of county road,
NS corner sec. 4, Block 4, F. D. W. Sub-
Well 36 j division, 13 miles east of Texline.
Rolling, on side of county road, SW corned Topsoil- -----_-_--~i 1
sec. 24, Block 1, F. D. W. Subdivision, ! Red sand 3 4
8§ miles northeast of Texline. Sandy brown clay -------l 5
Topsoil- -----------3 3 Red sandy clay-
--
--2 7
Caliche 4 7 j Red sand- .- -2 9
Struck caliche rock at 7 feet. Sandy gray clay -------3 12
Dec. 11, 1936. j Sandy red clay- 1 13
Sandy gray clay- 3 16
Well 43 Pink sand --2 18
Gently;-rolling, on side of county road, Sandy blue clay ----2 20
NW corner sec. 3, Block 3, F. D. W. Sub- Sandy yellow clay --3 23
division, 12 miles east of Texline. | Sandy gray clay
— - - -
9 32
Topsoil 2 2 Sandy red clay 2 34
Rocky caliche- -10 IS | Sandy yellow clay- - 4 38
Struck rock at 12 feet. i Sandy red clay-
- -4 4£
Jan. 14, 1937. j Red clay 7 49
j Struck water at 8 feet.
Well 48 j Water level, 6,8 feet below top of ground,
Dry lake bed, on side of county road, jj 18 hours after hole completed,
center of east line SE-J- sec. 3, Block 2, j Jan. 12, 1937.
F. D. W. Subdivision, 9-| miles east of J
Texline. Well 69
Topsoil- -----------2 j 2 Dry lake bed 10 feet below normal ground,
Sandy red clay
- - - - 3 5 on side of county road, 200 feet east of
Sandy blue clay- ;-
- - 6 11 I NI«J corner sec. 5, Block 5, F. D. W. Sub-r
Sandy red- clay -2 13 division, 11-J- miles east of Texline.
Red sand- -17 30 Topsoil- 3 3
Sandy gray clay- -------6 36 Sandy brown clay
------
6 9
Struck water at 5 feet, (Continued on next page)
Water level, 4*4 feet below top of ground,
ihour after hole completed.
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Logs of W. P. A. test wells in Dalian County— Continued
Well 69— Continued Well 78— Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Sandy blue-brown clay- 2 11 Caliche- 12 j 1.4
Sandy blue clay 35 46 Yellow clay .9 23
Struck water at 9 feet, Sandy yellow clay
- - 2 25
Water level, 7.5 feet below top of Yellow clay-
-----
25 50
ground, 17 hours after hole completed. Sandy yellow clay 1 51
Dec. 15, 1936. Yellow clay- 10 61
Sandy yellow clay
— -. - 4 65
Well 71 Struck water at 23 feet.
Slat, on side of county road, NW corner Dec. 11, 1936.
sec. 3, Block 5, F. D. W. Subdivision,
9-J- miles east of Texline. Well 79
Topsoil- ---~------.-3 | 3 Slightly rolling, on side of county road,
Sandy red clay 6 9 SW corner sec. 24, Block 5, F. D. W. Sub-
Red sand 7 16 division, 8 miles east of Texline.
Sandy red clay-
- —
-9 25 Topsoil- 5 5
Red water sand-
—
-1 26 Red sand- -- — _--- — 8 13
Sandy red clay -.-.-7 33 Caliche -3 15






Red sand- ---.--- 3. 41 Struck rock at 40 feet.
Sandy red clay 12 53 j Dec. 12, 1936.
Sandy blue clay --_ -2 55
Struck water at 25 feet. Well 83
ffetter level, 24.5 feet below top of Flat, SW corner C. N. Plaster farm in
ground, 17 hours after hole completed. sec. 21, Block 5, F. D. W. Subdivision,
Dec. 16, 1936. 11miles east of Texline.
Topsoil - - 2 2
Well 77 | Sand 3 5
Flat, center of east line of C. C. Cook | Sandy yellow clay -6 11
Estate farm in sec. 10, Block 5, F. I). W.i Water sand -1 12
Subdivision, lOj- miles east of Texline. j Sandy rod clay-
-—-- -- 2 14
Topsoil- -- — - - -4 ] 4 Red water sand- -.-- - 3 17
Yellow clay- -------3 7 j Sandy red clay-
—
4 21
Sandy yellow clay- ---3 10 Red ?/ater sand- -------3 24
Coarse water sand-
---
—-4 14 Sandy red clay ------8 j 32
Gray clay- ----------2 16 Struck x\Tat©r at 11 feet.
Sandy gray clay- --2 18 Wator level, 10.4 feet below top of
©ray clay- -- — — 3 21 ground, jr hour after hole completed.
Sandy red clay
- -» 2 23 Dec. 22,"1936.
Gray clay 9 32
Red water sand 1 33 Well 86
Red clay-
--- - — 2 35 Flat, on side of county road, NW corner
Gray clay -4 39 sec. 13, Block 6, F. D. W. Subdivision,
Coarse red water sand- 3 42 13 miles east of Texline.
Sandy red clay 5 47 Topsoil 1 1
Struck water at 16 feet. Red sand
------- —
-6 7
Water level, 16.2 feet below top of Sandy red clay -4 11
ground, -J- hour after hole completed. Red water sand- --^----1 12




Well 78 j Sandy red clay -3 18
Flat near dry creek, on side of county Red water sand and small
r©ad, across road from NW corner sec. 92,' gravel -.----.---.-4 22
M. E, Hay Subdivision, ?§■ miles east of , Struck water at llj- feet.
Texline. Water level, 11.2 feet below top of
Topsoil-
----------
2 I 2 ground, 68 hours after hole completed.
Dec. 16, 1936.
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Well 88 Well 103
Flat, on side of county road, SW corner Top of ridge, on side of county road, SW
sec. 24, Block 6, F. D. W. Subdivision, sec. 22, Block 7, F. D. W. Subdivision,
13 miles east of Texline. 14 miles east of Texline,
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Topsoil 2 2 Topsoil -3 3
Sandy red clay
—
---3 5 Caliche -----■■«-- 5 8
Sandy caliche-
—
-3 8 Sandy red clay
— - - - —
-15 23
Sandy red clay ----4 12 Struck -rock:at 23 feet.
Yellow clay
- -
3 15 Dec. 16, 1936.
Yellow sand
- * 2 17
Yellow water sand-
—
2 19 Well 107
Sandy gray clay
— - — - -
-10 29 Gently rolling, on side of county road,
Sandy gray clay and ,small 300 feet south of NW corner sec. 1, Block
gravel- — -3 32 7, F. D. W. Subdivision, 13-J- miles east
Struck water at 17 feet. of Texline.
Water level, 18.7 feet below top of Topsoil -3 3
ground, J hour after hole completed. Brown clay -------3 6




Well 89 Black clay 1 14
Plat, on side of county road, SW corner Sandy blue clay — ----- 3 17
sec. 22, Block 6, F. D. W. Subdivision, Gray clay -2 19
15 miles east of Texline. Yellow clay 1 20
Topsoil— -2 2 Gray clay and gravel - 7 27
Sandy red clay 1 3 Yellow clay -1 28
Red sand- --3 5 Pimk clay- -4 32
Caliche 10 16 Red clay *" " 1 33
Struck rock at 16 feet. Struck water at 6 feet.
Dec. 19, 1936. Water level, 5.3 feet below top of ground,
18 hours after hole completed,
Well 99 Jan. 13, 1937.
Flat valley bottom, on side of county
road, SE corner sec. 20, Block 7, p. D. W. Well 110
Subdivision, 17 miles east of Texline. |
Topsoil- — ---------I 1 Gently rolling, on side of county road,
Sand
— - — -5 6 SW comer sec. 3, Block 17, Capitol Syndi-
Sandy red clay ------9 15 cate Subdivision, 15 miles east of Texline
Red sand- 3 18 Topsoil-
- ~ 6 6
Sandy red clay-
- —
----6 24 Red clay-
—
---_ 5 11
Sandy blue clay- ----3 27 Red water sand-
—
2 13
Second water at #7 feet. Sandy red clay and small gravel 11 24
Rl,.D wo+n-r. carv} 9 oq Sandy yellow clay- - - - § 30Blue ater sand 2 29 wtilte flaky clay- -~—~ - - 5 35
Sandy red clay -___-4 33 Struck water at 11 feet.
Red sand 1 34 Water level, 11.2 feet below top of
Blue water sand-
— - — --2 36 ground, 39 hours after hole completed.
Struck water at 9 feet. Jan. 14, 1937.
Water level, 13.6 feet below top of
ground, 66.hours after hole completed. Well 111
Dec. 16, 1936. West bank Coldwater Creek, near center
sec. 3, Block 17, Capitol Syndicate Sub-
Well 101 division, 15i miles northeast of Texline.
Gently rolling, on side of county road, Sandy reddish-blue clay-
- - - 3 3
SW corner sec. 20, Block 7, F. D. W. Sub- Gray sand 2 5
division, 16 miles east of Texline. Gray and black sandy clay- 1 6
Topsoil- -----------3 3 Grayish-black coarse sand-
- - 2 8
Caliche --__---_-6 9 Struck water at 3g- feet.
Struck rock at 9 feet. Quicksand at 8 feet.
Dec. 16, 1936. Water level, 3.2 feet below top of ground
2 hours after hole completed.
Mar. 7s. 1937.
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Weir 112
East bank Coldwater Creek, near center :; Well 116--Continued
sec. 3, Block 17, Capitol Syndicate Sub- Thickness Depth
division, 15| miles northeast of Texline. (feet) (feet)
Thickness Depth Coarse red sand and gravel-
-
3 j 13 s
(feet) (feet) Rust-colored coarse sand and
Brown sandy clay- - - - - — 3 3 gravel- - - - - 3 16
Bluish-black sandy clay - — 8 11 Coarse sand and small gravel- 4 20
Water sand- .-. ~ - 1 12 Struck water at 3 feet.
Struck water at 3 feet. Water level, 2.2 feet below top of ground,
Qnicksand- at 12 feet. J hour after hole completed.
Water level, 2.6 feet below top of ground, Mar, 3, 1937.
3 hours after hole completed.
Mar. 3, 1937. J Well 119Dry lake bed, on side of county road, NW
Well 113 corner sec. 9, Block 17, Capitol Syndicate
Sloping 350 feet east Coldwater Creeks Subdivision, 19-J- miles east of Texline.
near center sec. 3, Block 17, Capitol Topsoil - 5 5
Syndicate Subdivision, 15j|miles east of Sandy gray clay — 5 10
Texline. Coarse gray sand-
-
12 22
Sandy broT';n topsoil and caliche Clean coarse white sand -- - 2. 24
pebbles- -.- 2 2 Sandy gray clay 4 28
Reddish-brown sandy clay- - - 2 4 Gray clay- ------- — 1 29
Yellowarsh-'gray sanptf clay
—
2 6 Sandy gray clay-
- — - — ll 30
Coarse gray sand- - - - - - - 1 7 Yellow clay- -~ - 10 40
Yellowish-gray sandy clay - - 2 .9 Sandy red clay - - - -. 3 43
Coarse sand- --- 2 11 Red water sand- -. -". -|- 43jjr
White sandy caliche, wet Gray clay-
----- -----1 44I-
and soft- -- -10 21 Gray sand- -"---..-- -1- 45
Seep water only. Gray clay-
-
i>> 46
Water level, 9.1 feet below top of ground, Struck water at 24 feet.
-§" hour after hole completed. 1 Water level, 25.1 feet below top of
Mar* 3, 1937. ground, 18 hours after hole completed.
Jan. 18, 1937,
Well 115 . !
North bank Coldwater Creek near north- Well 124
east corner NVft sec, 5, Block 17, Capitol Gently sloping, on side of county .road,
Syndicate Subdivision, 16 miles east of NW corner sec. 29, Block 17, Capitol Syn-
Texline. dicate Subdivision, 29§- miles east of
Sandy black clay- - - - ;$0 10 Texline.
Reddish-gray sand
- - - 6 16 Sandy brown loam- 1 1
Gray clay with yellow streaks 1 17 Sandy red clay- ---27 28
Pink clay ---_ -- 1 18 Red sand -_4 32
Coarse red sand- - - -. - — 1 19 Fine red sand -■.-.."* 6 38
Gray sandstone-with yellow- Sandy red clay-*
---- --
6 44
spots -- 2 21 Soft wet caliche and sand.- - 4 48
Struck water at ij- feet. Struck water at 44 feet.
Water level, 1foot below top of ground, Water level, 42.7 feet below top of
■§" hour after hole completed. ground, 20 hours after hole completed, ,
Mar. 3, 1937. Mar. 10, 1937.
Well 116 Well 125
South bank Coldwater Creek near north- Coldwater Creek bed, on side of county
east corner NWj sec. 5, Block 17, Cap- road, 300 feet south of NW corner sec. 32,
itol Syndicate Subdivision, 16 miles east} Block 17, Capitol Syndicate Subdivision,
of Texline. 20|- miles east of Texline.
Sandy brown clay- -3 3 Sandy brown loam- 4 4
Brown sandy clay-
—
5 8 Bluish clay 2
Coarse sand and small gravel 2 10 Sandy blue clay
-
6 18£
(Continued on next page)
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— Continued
Well 125— Continued Well 141
Thickness Depth Valley bottom, on side of county road,
(feet) (feet) SE corner sec. 24, Block 8, Capitol Syn-
Sandy reddish clay
—
4 16 dicate Subdivision, 14 miles east of Tex-
Coarse gray sand- - - - -3 19 line.
Heavy red clay ■ 16 35 Thickness Depth
Red sand
—
1 36 (feet) (feet)
Heavy red clay- -.-----_- 3 39 Sandy brown loam- -6 6
Struck water at 6 feet. fine brown sand -8 14
Water level, 5.6 feet below top of Coarse pink sand-
—
-"-.-..- 7 21
ground, Jhour after hole completed. Sandy brown clay ---3 24
Mar. 4, 1937. Clean coarse sand and small
gravel 1 25
Well 128 Sandy red clay^asd-gravel 13 38
Hat, on side of county road, 3E coimer Feb. 1, 1937.
sec. 17, Block 17, Capitol Syndicate
Subdivision, 19 miles east of Texline, Well 144
Topsoil-
-- - -
»-.-« 1 1 Gently sloping, on side of county road,
Red clay -4 5 SW corner sec. 22, Block ,B, Capitol Syn-




Sandy red clay -7 23 Brown sandy loam -4 4
Red sand- 2 25 Caliche and caliche rock- 8 12
Coarse sand- - - - - - - — 1 26 Struck rock at 12 feet.
Fine red sand
-
7 33 Jan. 29, 1937.
Sandy red clay- 5 38
Red clay 6 44 Well 151
Sandy red clay- «..--"- 2 46 Gently sloping, on side of county road,
Red clay- -23 69 three-eights mile east of SW corner sec.
Seep water only at 34 feet. 50, Block 8, Capitol Syndicate Subdivi-.■■
Jan. 16, 1937. sion, 17 miles southeast of Texline.
Sandy brown loam- --4 4
Well 131 Sandy bro?m clay- -5 9
Gently sloping, on side of county road, Sandy red clay- 1 10
NW corner sec. 25, Block 17, Capitol Syn- Brown sand-
— '- 6 16






Topsoil- ---------- 2 2 Coarse clean sand and gravel- 2 23
Caliche and- caliche rock-
-
12 14 Feb. 2, 1937.
Struck caliche rock at 14 feet.
Jan. 16, 1937. Well 156
Gently sloping, on side of county road,
Well 133 SE corner sec. 44, Block 8, Capitol Syn-
Gently sloping, on side of county road, dicate Subdivision, 12 miles southeast
SW'corner sec. 34, Block 17, Capitol Syn- of Texline.
dicate Subdivision, 18 miles east of Sandy brown loam-
- — - - - 3 3
Texline. Brown sand-
-- — 4 7
Topsoil- 2 2 Red sand 5 12
Red clay-






Sandy gray clay- - - — 11 13 Sandy red clay- 1 23
Brown clay- --------13 26 Coarse pink sand-
------
3 26
Blue clay 8 34 Red clay-
—
4 30
Blue sand 3 37 Sandy red clay 6 36
Sandy yellow clay 1 38 Red sand- 4 40
Slate gray clay-
— - 5 43 Sandy red clay- - 4 44
Sandy gray clay- 2 45 Coarse yellow sand-
-----
1 45
Coarse gray sand 2 47 Sandy gray clay 2 47
Struck water at 12 feet. Clean coarse sand- ~~ 1
Water level, 11.5 feet below top of ground,Pink sand- 2 50
\ hour after hole completed. Sandy pink clay 1 51
Jan. 19, 1937. Feb. 2, 1937.
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Well 161 Well 172
South creek bank, SEJnthiJ Edd Hartzell f\.;ll Flat, on side of county road, ME corner
farm in sec. 88, Block 7, Capitol Syn- sec. 70, Block 7, Capitol Syndicate Sub-
dicate Subdivision, ljmiles south of division, 3§ miles south of Texline.
Texline. Thickness Depth
Thickness Depth (feet) (feet)
(feet) ((feet) Topsoil- - --1 | 1
Coarse sand and small gravel- 6 6 Caliche- ----- - 7 8
Sandy red clay and caliche- - 6 12 Caliche and red sand - - 1 9
Red sand and caliche- - - - - 5 17 Sandy red clay- - - - — - 1 10
Sandy red clay and caliche- - 5 22 Caliche and coarse sand- - - 9 19
Sand caving. Clean, coarse sand and small
Apr. 20, 1937. gravel 3 22
Caliche and coarse sand and
Well 162 small gravel 14 36
Creek valley 300 feet south of creek, Sand and small gravel
- - -
4 40
SEjNEIi Edd Hartzell farm in sec. 88, Block Caliche and sand and small
7, Capitol Syndicate Subdivision, li: milesl gravel- - 8 48
south of Texline. Coarse red sand and small
Sandy brown loam-
------
2 | 2: gravel- -- - --«.- — 3 51
Coarse clean sand and small Fine red sand-
- - - — 2 53
gravel 7 9 Caliche rocks and gravel- - 5 58
Sand caving. Jan. 18, 1937.
Apr. 20, 1937.
Well 174
Well 165 Flat, center of east line J. K. Ray Estate
Dry creek bed, middle of bridge over west fafm in sec. 31, Block 7, Capitol Syndi-
Sita Blanco, sec. 91, Block 7, Capitol cate Subdivision, 7 miles south of Tex-
Syndicate Subdivision, 1mile south of line.
Texline. Red sandy loam- 4 4
Loose sand and gravel-
-- - 5 1 5 Pink caliche- ---- - - 3 7
Sandstone- 3 8 Sandy red clay -2 -9
Gray clay- 1 9 Red sand 5 14
Sandstone-
------ — - 2 11 Sandy red clay- — - - 2 16
qPPT,wnfp-r => + r fPp+ Obarse red sand- ------IX 27beep water at 5 feet. Mne red sand- - 4 31Loose sand leaving. Coarse red sand and small
Feb. 15, 1937. gravel 1 32
White caliche 1 33
Well 169 Fine red sand 3 36
Flat, on side of county road, NW corner Sandy red clay
- — — -- 4 40
sec. 86, Block 7, Capitol Syndicate Sub- Gray clay 3 43
division, 2 miles south of Texline. Feb. 8, 1937.
Topsoil 3 3
Pink caliche 9 12 Well 175
Sandy red clay
-
3 15 Creek valley 300 feet from creek, on side
Sandy red caliche and small of county road, NW corner sec. 10, Block
gravel- ------- — 13 28 7, Capitol Syndicate Subdivision, 9g- miles
Red clay 4 32 south of Texline.
Sandy red clay and small ■/: Brown sandy loam-
- — - - 5 5
gravel- ----- — -- 4 36 Red sand and silt ----- 5 10
Red clay 2 38 Coarse sand and gravel-
- - 2 12
Fine red sand
—
2 40 j Red sand- - 4 16





22 62 j Red sand 9 28
Jan. 28, 1937. J Coarse sand and gravel 2 30
S Sandy red clay 4 34
Feb. 11, 1937.
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Well 176 Well 186
Creek bed, 300 feet south of NW corner so:. Hat, on side of county road, NW corner
sec. 10, Block 7, Capitol Syndicate Sub- sec. 38, Block 7, Capitol Syndicate Sub-
division, 9jg miles south of Texline. division, B|r miles SE of Texline.
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Loose sand-
---------
2 2 Sandy brown loam- 2 2
Sandy red clay-
-
---13 15 Sandy red clay-asd caliche- -4 6
Red sand- -~ -.- g 17 Red sandy clay 5 11
Sandy red clay- - — 10 27 Red and white streaked clay - 1 12
Gray clay-
----- —





i 29 Clean sand- -5 20





--6 47 Clean sand 9 34
Dense blue-gray clay- - - - - 5 52 Clean sand and small gravel - 1 35
Sandy red clay-
—
5 57 Red sand 3 38
Pink caliche- 1 58 Apr. 29, 1937.
Red sand- ---------- 4 62
Struck water at 48 feet. Well 189
Feb. 13, 1937.4 Shallow depression, on side of county
road, four-tenths mile north of SE corner
Well 179 sec. 41, Block 6, Capitol Syndicate Sub-
Rolling, on side of county road, SW division,14 miles southeast of Texline.
corner sec. 47, Block 7, Capitol Syn- Sandy brown loam ---2 2
dicate Subdivision, 7 miles south of Fine red sand --.. -i 3
Texline. Sandy pink caliche-
-
2 5
Sandy brown loam ---2 2 Sandy red clay 4 9
Red sand 10 12 Pink caliche 3 12
Sandy red clay- ------- 2 14 Caliche and red clay- 4 16
Red caliche -3 17 Sandy pink caliche 6 22
Red caliche and small gravel- 6 23 Sandy red clay and caliche
—
8 30
White caliche- 3 26 Fine pink sand 2 32
Sandy pink caliche
- - -
7 33 Red clay 2 34
Sandy red clay- - — — ■— 7 40 Sandy red clay -3 37
Feb, 8, 1937. Red clay and caliche 1 38
Fine red sand and caliche
- -
1 39
Well 182 Sandy red clay and caliche 15 54
Sloping, on side of county road, SE cor- Feb. 22, 1937.
ner sec. 46, Block 7, Capitol Syndicate
Subdivision, 7-| miles southeast of Tex- Well 192
line. Carri.jo creek bed, on side of county road,
Brown sandy "loam-
----- 2 2 600 feet east of SW corner sec. 39, Block
Brownish sand ------2 4 6, Capitol Syndicate Subdivision, 14 miles
Sandy red clay- --.--'- 5 9 southeast of Texline.
Struck rock .at 9 feet» Sandy brown loam --4 4
Apr, 29, 19§7. Brownish-red sand -7 11
Brownish-red sandy clay - 1 " 12
Well 183 Red sand- ----8 20
Sloping, on side of county road, NW cor- Brownish-red clay- 3 23
ncr sec. 36, Block 7, Capitol Syndicate Gray sand and small gravel 6 29
Subdivision, 7^ miles SE of Texline. Red sand and gravel - 3 32
Sandy brown loam 2 2 White caliche
- 2 34
Gray sand --2 4 Sandy red clay -4 38
Sandy red clay 6 10 Red clay 2 40
Clean sand and small gravel
-
4 14 Sandy clay- 8 48
Clay, red sand and small Caliche and red clay 2 50
--3 17 Sandy red clay 4 54
Apr. 29, 1937. Dense red clay 3 57
Red sand -4 61
Rod clay, caliche and gravel- 2 63
(Continued on next page)
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Continued
Well 192— Continued Well 221
Thickness Depth Carrijo creek bed, on south side of bridge
(feet) (feet) on county road, east of NW corner sec, 69,
Sandy red clay- ----- -3 66 Block 4, Capitol Syndicate Subdivision,
Sandy red clay,ocaliche and 22 miles southeast of Texline. j
gravel 1 67 Thickness Depth
Feb. 11, 1937. (feet) (feet)
Sandy reddish-brown loam 1 1
Well 209 * Coarse red sand and gravel- - 9 10
Flat, on side of county road, NS corner Clean coarse sand and gravel- 7 17
sec. 73, Block 5, Capitol Syndicate Sub- Fine pink sand- -12 29
division, 16 miles south of Texline. Pink sand and caliche - — - 1 30




Pink sandy clay and caliche 13 19 Well 223
Sandy red clay 4 23 Hat, on side of county road, NW corner
Mar. 2, 1937. sec. 73, Block 4, Capitol Syndicate Sub-
division, 24 miles southeast of Texline.
Well 212 Sandy red loam 3 3
Valley bottom, center of east line of Sandy red clay- -,---- 4 7
Jack Crutchfield farm, sec. 65, Block 5, Red sand and caliche- -4 11
Capitol Syndicate Subdivision,17j miles Sandy red clay* --1 12
south of tfexline. Pink caliche and sandy red
Red sandy loam- -~ 4 4 clay- -.-.-;-? 9 21
Hard gray clay with pink tint 4 8 Red sand and caliche 5 26
Sandy red clay and caliche- 17~ 26 Pink sandstone) 2 28
Struck rock at %5 feet. . Mar. 1, 1937.
Mar. 2, 1937.
Well 229
Well 214 Carrijo creek bed, southeast corner of
Flat, on side of county road, NW corner west bridge on county road, near NS corner
sec. 69, Block 5, Capitol Syndicate Sub- sec. 39, Block 4, Capitol Syndicate Sub-
division, 15-J- miles south of Texline. division, 18 miles southeast of Texline.
Sandy brown loam-
----- 2 2 Sandy brownish-red clay- - - 6 6
Pink caliche .12 14 Reddish sand 3 9
Sandy red clay 5 19 Clean coarse sand -5 14
Fine red sand- 3 22 Clean coarse sand and gravel 6 20
Pink caliche-
-- — - — 7. 29 Sandy red clay and caliche - 4 24
Caliche rock- - — - ■— 1 30 Sandy rod clay and gravel 3 27
Feb. 10, 1937. Fine red sand 3 30
Sandy red clay and streaks
Well 215 of pink sandstone- 5 j 35
Valley bottom, on side of county road, Feb. 23, 1937,
SW corner sec. 68, Block 5, Capitol Syn-
dicate Subdivision, 17§ miles south of Well 245
Texline. . Flat, on side of county road, SW corner
Sandy brownish-red loam- - - 3 3 sec. 26, Block 18„ Capitol Syndicate sub-
Pink caliche --5 8 division, 27 miles north of Dalhart.
Red sand-
-- — - - - - - i 9 Sandy brown loam - - - 2 2
Pink caliche-
—




2 13 Red sandy clay --3 11
Sandy red clay- ------4 17 Red sandy clay, caliche-
- - 12 23
Red sand -3 20 Fine red sand 1 24
©oarse pink sand-
-----
6 26 Red sand-
-- — - -- — 5 29
Red clay-
-- — - 3 29 Coarse red sand and gravel - 8 37
White caliche --4 33 Sandy red clay 2 39
Fine red sand 3 36 Red clay- 3 42
Coarse sand and small gravel 2 38 Sandy red clay- 10 52




Logs of W. P. A. test wells in Dallam County
—
Continued
Well 245— Continued Well 272
Thickness Depth ilat, on sido of county road, NW corner
(feet) (feet) sec. 76, Block 47§,H. &T. C. R.R. Co.
Red sand- .- - 5 57 Subdivision, 21 miles northeast of Dalhart
Sandy red clay 9 66 Thickness Depth
Red sand 1 67 (feet) (feet)
Sandy red clay- -3 70 Reddish-brown loam 2 2
Struck water at 42 feet. Sandy red clay-
- - - — -
1 3
Water level, 41.6 feet below top of ground Pink caliche and red clay
J- hour after hole completed. caliche increases xvith depth 7 IQ<
Mar.l3, 1937. Struck rock-at 10 feet.
Apr, 26, 1937.
Well 247
Creek bottom, on side of county road, 400 We11".27>3
feet north of SW corner sec, 50, Block 18, Hat, on side of county road, NW corner
Capitol Syndicate Subdivision, 25 miles sec. 78, Block 47^-, H. & T. C. R.R. So.
north of Dalhart. Subdivision, 22 miles northeast of Dalhart
Sandy loam- ---------2 2 Sandy brown loam- 1 1
Sandy red clay- - — _-_- 3 5 Caliche and sandy red clay- 4 5
Sandy reddish-brown clay-
—
5 10 Struck caliche rock at 5 feet.
Sandy blue clay 7 17 Apr, 26, 1937.
Sandy, yellow clay - ----- 5 22
Sandy blue clay --1 23 Well 278
Sandy yellow clay and caliche 5 28 Dry creek bed, on side of county road,
Sandy red clay-
— - — -
6 34 near center south line of sec. 63, Block
Struck water at 18 feet. || 19, Capitol Syndicate Subdivision, 19§
Water level, 12.2 feet below top of ground, miles north of Dalhart.
-5 hour after hole completed. t Sandy brown loam-
- - 2 2
Mar. 12, 1937. Red clay and caliche 3 5
Sandy rod clay- r "*-■■"* 3 8
Well 249 Struck caliche rock at 8 feet.
Creek bottom, on side of county road, SW Apr. 26, 1937.
corner sec. 50, Block 18, Capitol Syndi-
cate Subdivision, 25 miles north of Dalhart. Well 279
Sandy brown loam- ------4 4; Slat, on side of county road, SW corner
Sandy gray clay -3 7 sec. 43, Block 19, Capitol Syndicate Sub-
Fine white sand-
—
1 8 division, 20 miles north of Dalhart.
Sandy bluish-gray clay- 7 15 Sandy brown loam- - 2 2
Sandy yellow clay - 3 18 Sandy red clay and caliche- 5 7
Struck water at 18 feet. Sandy reddish-brown clay-
-
1 8
Mar. 11, 1937. Caliche and sandy red clay- 6 14
Struck caliche rock at 14 feet t
Well 252 Apr. 26, 1937.
Sloping, on side of county road, NE corner
sec. 48, Block 18, Capitol Syndicate Sub- Well 282
division, 25|- miles north of Dalhart. Dry creek bed,ls feet below normal ground,
Sandy brown loam-
-- — --3 3 near center SWj of J, W, Bartlett farm in
Sandy red clay- --2 5 sec. 18, Block 19 1 Capitol Syndi catc Sub-
Pink caliche and red clay
—
10 15 division, 22 miles north of Dalhart.
Apr. 27, 1937. Sandy red loam 2 2
I Sandy brown clay- -~-
- -
5 7
Well 253 I Sandy red clay 2 | 9
Sloping, on side of county road, NE corner! Mar. 17, 1937.
sec. 57, Block 18, Capitol Syndicate Sub- j
division, 24J- miles north of Dalhart.
Sandy brown loam-
- - - 1 1
Pink caliche and red clay
-- 18 j 19
Apr. 27, 1937.
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Well 283 Well 291
Dry creek bed 12 feet below normal ground. Gently sloping, on side of county road,
near center SUIJ of J. W. Bartlett farm in NW corner sec, 25, Block CS, Capitol Syn-
sec. 18, Block 19, Capitol Syndicate Sub- dicate Subdivision, 22^ miles north ofdivision, 22 miles north of Dalhart. Dalhart.
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Sandy red clay- ---2 2 Sandy reddish-brown loam 3 3
Red sand and caliche pebbles- 2 4 Caliche and sandy clay- - - - 8 11
Pink caliche and caliche Mar. 17, 1937.
pebbles- --------- 6 | 10
Mar. 17, 1937. Well 293
Sloping south, on side of county road, NW
Well 284 corner sec. 21, Block C S, Capitol Syndi-
Dry creek bed 10 feet below normal cate Subdivision, 23 miles north of Dal-
ground, near center SWfe of J. W. Bartlett hart.
farm in sec. 18, Block 19, Capitol Syndi- I Sandy brown loam-
-
---2 2






Sandy brownish-red loam- - - - 3 3* Caliche and sandy red clay— 4 13
Pink caliche-
- — -- — 2 5 Sandy red clay and caliche 6 19
White caliche-
— -
1 6 Sandy red clay and caliche
Sandy gray clay- — - - - « 1 7 rocks- -- — -.-_- — g 25
Sandy red clay and caliche - 4 11 Sandy red clay and gravel- - 1 26
Fine pink sand and caliche 1 12 Sandy red clay and small
Caliche and red sand-
- - -
5 17 gravel- *"
- -
2 28
Struck rock at 17 feet. Mar. 12, 1937.
Mar. 17, 1937.
Well 296 ■
Well 286 Dry lake bed, on side of county road, NW
Gently rolling, on side of county road, corner sec. 81, Block C S, Capitol Syndi-
SE corner sec. 3, Block C St.Capitol Syndic ate Sübdivision, 19j miles north of Dal-
cate Subdivision, 22|- miles north of Dal- hart,
hart. Sandy reddish-brown loam-
- - 1 1
Sandy brown loam 1 I 1 Sandy brown clay- ■ 16 17
Struck caliche rock at 16 inches. Sandy brown clay- ---,--
- 3 20
Mar. 17, 1937. Sandy gray clay 6 26
Sandy red clay --2 28
Well 288 I Sandy reddish-brown clay 1 29
Dry lake bed, on side of county road,ys&Lter Dense blue clay-
- - - - - - 1 30
of west edge sec. 27, Block C S,Capitol Syn-Sandy gray clay- ---5 36
dicate Subdivision, 22 miles north of Dal- Sandy rust-colored clay and
hart. | gravel- ----------2 37
Sandy brown clay loam-
-- -
5 5 i Sandy yellow and rust clay in
Sandy reddish-brown clay- - " 5 10 layers 1 38
Sandy brown clay-
-----
-16 26 Sand, clear, yellow, and rust-
Sandy clay, mottled blue, gray, colored-
- — - - -- - - 1 39
yellow and rust colored- - 6 32 Coarse rusty sand- - 2 41
Sandy red and yellow clay 3 35 Mar. 22, 1937.
Sandy red clay- ------ 5 40





3 45 Dry creek bed, on side of county road,
Mar. 18, 1937. 200 feet north of SE corner sec. 85,
Block C S,Capitol Syndicate Subdivision,




j Red sand and white caliche- 3 4
j Sandy red clay and caliche- 9 j 13
(Continued on next page)
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Logs of W. P. At test wells in Dallam County
—
Continued
Well 297— Continued Well 312— Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Sandy red clay 10 23 Pink caliche 2 | 3Etnevred sand- 1 24 Struck caliche rock at 3 feet.
Sandy red clay 5 29 Apr, 15, 1937.
Sandy red clay and gravel 4 33
Sandy red clay 10 43 Well 314
Struck rock at 43 feet. Gently sloping, on side of county road,
Mar. 18, 1937. $JW corner sec. 19, Block 47-|,HH. & T. C.
R.R. Co. Subdivision, 17 miles northeast
Well 298 of Dalhart.
Gently sloping, on side of county road, Sandy brown loam — 4 4
SE corner sec. 16, Block 9, Capitol Syn- Sandy red clay- 1 5
dicate Subdivision, 16 miles north of Pink caliche and red clay 5 10
Dalhart. Struck caliche rock at 10 feet.
Sandy reddish-brown loam- 4 4 Apr. 15, 1937.
Pink caliche and red clay - - 15 19
Struck rock at 19 feet. Well 316
Apr. 14, 1937. Gently sloping, on 'side of county road,
SE corner sec. 31, Block 47^-, H. & T. C.
Well 303 H.R. Co. Subdivision, 19 miles northeast
Gently sloping, on side of count}*" road, of Dalhart.
SE comer sec. 2, W. P. Wheatley Subdivi- Sandy reddish-brown loam 5 5
sion, 14 miles north of Daihart. Sandy red clay 1 6
Sandy brown loam 1 1 Fine red sand 1 7
Sandy red clay 3 4 Sandy red clay and caliche- 3 10
Red sand 3 7 Sandy red clay 2 12
Sandy red clay 2 9 Red sand 1 13
Caliche and red clay 7 16 Sandy red clay 11 24
Struck caliche rock at 16 feet. i Sandy red clay and caliche- 3 27
Apr. 14, 1937. Apr. 5, 1937.
Well 305 Well 317
Gently rolling, on side of county road, Hat, on side of county road, NE corner
NE corner sec. 12, Block 47-| H. &T. C. sec. 24, Block 7T,T.& N. 0. R.R. Sub-
R.R. Co. Subdivision,14-J- miles north of division, 21 miles northeast of Dalhart.
Dalhart. Sandy brown loam 5 5
Sandy reddish-brown loam- 2 2 j Sandy red clay and caliche 15 20
Caliche and red clay 8 10 Caliche and red clay- - - 3 23
Struck roekkat 10 feet. Struck caliche rock at 23 feet.
Apr. 14, 1937. j Apr. 15, 1937.
Well 309 Well 321
Sloping, on side of county road, NE cor— !' Dry lake bed, on side of county road,
ncr sec. 14, Block 47§,""1H. & T. C. R.R. center of west edge SW| sec. 428, Block
Co. Subdivision, 15 miles north of Dal- lT, T. and N. 0. R.R. Co. Subdivision,
hart. 16-J miles oast of Dalhart.
Sandy reddish-brown loam-
- -
2 2 Sandy red felay 4 4
Pink caliche
— - — 2 4 Sandy reddish-brown clay— 5 9
Struck caliche roek:-.at 4 feet. Brown clay- *""«.-- 1 10
Apr. 15, 1937. Gray clay 1 11
Sandy gray clay - - - - 2 13
Well 312 Pink clay 5 18
Sloping, on side of county road, SW cor- Sandy red clay
-- — - ~ 3 21
ncr sec. 24, Block 47§ , H. & T. C. R.R. Fine pinkish sand 3 24
Co. Subdivision, 16 miles northeast of Struck rock at 24 feet.
Dalhart. . Apr. 8, 1937.
Sandy reddish-brown loam- - - 1 1
41
Logs of W» P. A. test wells in Dallam County— Continued
Well 322 Well 332
Side of slope, on side of county road, SW Sloping, on side of county road, NE cor-
corner sec, 429, Block 1T, T. & N. 0. 7L\i\ ncr sec, 8, Block 7 T, T, & N. 0, R.R. Co.
R.R. Co. Subdivision,16 miles east of Subdivision, 16g- miles east of Dalhart.
Dalhart. ■ Thickness Depth
Thickness Depth (feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet) Sandy reddish-brown loam 5 5
Sandy topsoil 1 1 Sandy red clay and caliche- - 3 8





5 6 Struck rock at 12 feet.
Struck caliche rock at 6 feet. Apr, 8, 1937.
Apr, 8, 1937,
Well 333
Well 323 : Sloping, on side of county road, SW corner
Gently trolling, on side of county road, sec. 10, Block 7 T, T, & N, 0, R,R. Co,
SE corner sec. 5, Day Land and Cattle Co, Subdivision, 15 miles northeast of Dalhart-
section, 18 miles east of Dalhart, Sandy brown loam- --.----2 2
Sandy brown loam-
- - — --1 1 Red, sand- "--.«- 2 4
Caliche and sandy red clay, Sandy red clay- 2 6
caliche increasing with depth 9 10 Red clay and caliche, caliche
Struck caliche rock at 10 feet. increases with depth-
- - -
7 13
Mar. 27, 1937. Struck' caliche rock at 13 feet.
Apr. 8, 1937,
Well 324
Flat, on side of county road, NE corner Well 337
sec. 2, Block 1, E. T. RfR. Co. Subdivi- Slat, on side of county road, HE corner
sion, 16 miles east of Ealhart. sec. 4, W. M. Pardue, Subdivision, 13 mile:
Sandy reddish-brown loam-
- - 3 I 3 mortheast of Dalhart.
Sandy red clay 3 6 Sandy reddish-brown loam 2 2
Caliche and sandy red clay-
-
4 10 Red clay and caliche-
-
3 5
Sandy red clay and layers of Struck caliche rock at 5 feet.
caliche -6 16 Apr, 8, 1937.
Fine red sand ----2 18
Caliche and sandy red clay 3 21 Well 338
Sandy red clay-
-
4 25 Flat, on side of county road, NW corner
Sandy red clay and caliche-
-
3 28 sec. 6, W. M. Pardue Subdivision, 10J-
Struck Tock at 28 feet. miles northeast of Dalhart.
Mar. 27, 1937. Sandy reddish loam 1 1
Caliche and red clay- 3 4
Well 325 Struck caliche rock at 4 feet.
Gently sloping, on side of county road, Apr. 9, 1937,
NE corner sec. 2, Block 1, S. P. R.R. Co, I
Subdivision, 14 miles east of Dalhart. Well 340
Sandy reddish-brown loam- - - 2 | 2 Gently sloping, on side of county road, ,
Sandy red clay and caliche, NE corner sec. 1.,iJoel Moore Subdivision,
Caliche increases -^wi%h depth 7 9 11-| miles east of Dalhart,
Struck caliche rock at 9 feet. Sandy brown loam- 1 1.
Mar* 27, 1937. Sandy red clay and caliche- -15 16
Pink caliche 3 19
Well 327 Red clay and caliche 5 24
Dry lake bed, on side of county road, Sandy clay, very red- 3 27
center of souht edge sec. 22, Block 48, -Struck caliche rock at 27 feet.
H. &T, C, R.R. Co. Subdivision, 12 miles Mary Si, 1937,
east of Dalhart.
Sandy brown loam- ------2 2 Well 341
Sandy red clay-
- - - — - -
4 6 Gently sloping, on side of county road, NE
Sandy blue-gray clay- - — - - 2 8 corner sec. 25, Block 1, B, S. and F, Sub-
Gray clay and caliche - — - 3 11 division, 9 miles east of Dalhart,
Sandy red clay- -----~-l7 28 Sandy reddish-brown loam- - - 1 1
Sandy gray clay - — - — - 7 35 Sandy red clay- — -11 12
Mar, 27, 1937. (Continued on next page)
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Logs of W. P. A, test wells in Dallsm County
—
Continued
Well 341— Continued Well 352
Thickness Depth Rolling, on" side of county road, SW cor-
(feet) (feet) ncr sec. 28, 83.0ck 1, Brooks and Burleson
Caliche and red clay-
- - — 4 16 Subdivision, 8 miles north of Dalhart.
White caliche- ----3 19 Hhickness Depth
Sandy red clay and caliche 8 27 (feet) (feet)
Struck rock at 27 feet, Sandy brown loam- - — ---2 2
Mar. 31, 1937. Ihite caliche 3 5
Pink caliche and sandy red clay
Well 343 caliche increases with depth 18 23
Hat, on side of county road, NE Corner Struck caliche rock at 23 feet,
sec. 19, Block 1, B. S. and F. Subdivision, Apr. 10, 1937.
9-g- miles northeast of Dalhart. |
Sandy red loam -' 2 I 2 Well 365
Sandy red clay, caliche increases Gently sloping, on side of county road, NE
with depth- - - - 17 19 comer sec. 40, Block 1, Brooks and Bur-
Struck caliche rock at 19 feet. leson Subdivision, 7 miles northeast of
Apr. 9, 1937.' Dalhart.
Sandy reddish-brown loam-
- - 3 3
Well 346 Sandy red clay ---2 5
G-ently rolling, on side of county road, Caliche and red clay-
— -
-11 16
NE corner sec. 6, Block 1, Brooks and Burr Reddish-brown clay and caliche 3 19
leson Subdivision, 12|miles north of Apr. 9, 1937.
Dalhart.
Sandy reddish-brown loam- 2 2 Well 356
Sandy red clay and calicße-
-
3 5 Gently sloping, on side of county road, SE
(Saliche- '- - - 15 20 corner sec, 37, Block 1, Brooks and Bur-
Struck caliche nock at 20 feet. leson Subdivision, 8g- miles northeast of
Apr. 14, 1937, ' Dalhart.
Sandy reddish-brown loam-
- - 4 4
Well 349 . Sandy brown clay
- 3 7
Dry lake bed, on side of county road, Pine pink sand-
- — - 4 11
NW corner sec. 4, Block 1, Brooks and Fine white sand—
— - - -
1 12
Burleson Subdivision, 11 miles north of Fine red sand - - - -6 18
Dalhart. Sandy red clay and caliche- - 4 22
Sandy reddish loam- ----- 1 1 Red clay and caliche rocks— 2 24
Sandy brown clay
—
3 4 Apr. 9, 1937.
Sandy fesdaish clay -3 7
Gray clay 13 20 Well 357
Sandy red and gray clay- 3 23 Elat, on side of county road, SW corner
Sandy red clay-
-- —
2 25 sec. 51, Block 1, Brooks and Burleson Sub-
Caliche and red clay 3 28 division, 6J- miles northeast of Dalhart.
Red sand, has layers of red . Sandy brown loam- ---3 3
clay and caliche-
-----
7 35 Sandy red clay and caliche-
-
7 10
Apr. 13, 1937. Pink caliche- 4 14
Struck caliche rock at 14 feet.
Well 351 Mar. 31, 1937.
Flat, on side of county road, NW corner
sec- 27, Block 1, Brooks and Burleson . Well 358
Subdivision, 9 miles north of Dalhart. Gently rolling, on side of county road, NE
Sandy brown loam- ------2 2 comer sec. 24, Block 48, H. & T. C. R.R.
Sandy reddish-brown clay-
—
2 4 Co. Subdivision, 8j miles east of Dalhart.
Pink caliche and red clay, Sandy reddiah-brown-loam— *■
-
5 , 5
caliche increases with depth 11 15. Brown sandy loam-
-----
3 8
Struck caliche rock at 15 feet. Red sand-
— ----- -- 2 10






Struck caliche rock at 17 feet.
Mar. 26, 1937.
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Logs of W..P. A, test,wells in Ballaiir County-«66ntin\ied .
Well 359 jj Well 369
Gently sloping, on side of county road, Flat, on side of county road, NW corner
NW corner sec. '25, Block 48, H. & T. C. sec. 33, Block 1, Brooks and Burleson
R«R. Co. Subdivision, 6-J miles east of Subdivision, 7 miles north of Dalhart.
Dalhart. Thickness Depth
Thickness Depth (feet) (feet)




- - - i 1 Sandy red clay and caliche- 2 4
Pink caliche-
- - — — --
7 8 Pink caliche and red clay -16 20
Struck caliche rock at 88 feet. Struck caliche rock at 20 feet.
Mar. 26, 1937. Apr. 10, 1937.
Well 361 Well 372
Gently rolling, on side of County road, Gently rolling, on side of county road,
NW corner sec. 27, Block 48, H. & T. C. NE corner sec. 56, Block 2, Capitol Syn-
R.R. Co, Subdivision, 4j- miles east of dicate Subdivision, 12 miles north of
Dalhart. Dalhart.
Sandy brown loam- - . - - 3 3 Sandy reddish-brown loam- - 3 3
Sandy red clay- 7 10 Sandy red clay- 2 5
Sandy red clay and caliche-
-
17 27 Pink caliche and red clay
-
4 9
Struck caliche rock at 27 feet. Struck caliche rock at 9 feet.
Mar. 26, 1937. Apr. 13, 1937.
Well 364 Well 378
Flat, on side of county road, SW corner Gently rolling, on side of county road,
sec' 2, Block !„ Capitol Syndicate Subdivi- NS corner sec. 5, Block 2, Brooks and
sion, 1mile north of Dalhart. Burleson Subdivision, 9 miles northwest of
Sandy reddish loam- - — - - 5 I 5 Dalhart.
Sandy"red clay^.- -:;.-'.t --_.- 3 8 Sandy brown loam- - 1 1
Red..clay and pink caliche, .-s}* ": '■" Pink caliche-
- -
2 3
caliche increases with deoth 7 15 Caliche and sandy red clay- 7 10
Struck caliche rock at 15 feet. Red sand- *""--"" 1 11
Apr. 10, 1.937. Caliche and sandy red clay- 14 25
Pink caliche 1 26
Well 365 Struck rock at 26 feet.
Flat, on side of county road, SE corner Apr. 1, 1937.
sec. 14, Block 1, Capitol Syndicate Sub-
division, 3 miles north of Dalhart. "Cry Well 379
Sandy reddish loam-
-----
3 3 Dry lake bed, on side of county road,
Sandy red clay- - — - - - - 1 4 center of north edge sec. 7, Block 2,
Sandy red clay and caliche 2 6 Brooks and Burleson Subdivision, 11miles
Gray clay and caliche-
- - - 2 8 northeast of Dalhart.
Sandy red clay and caliche
-
13 21 Sandy brown loam-
- - 3 3
Caliche and red clay
- -
3 24 Reddish-brown sandy clay
—
3 6 .
Struck caliche rock at 24 feet. Blue gummy clay 8 14
Apr. 10, 1937. White caliche -1 15
Apr. 1, 1937.
Well 368
Flat, on side of county road, SE corner Well 383
sec. 33, Block 1, Capitol Syndicate"Sub- Sloping, on side of county road, SW cor-
division, 6J- miles north of Dalhart. ner sec. 31, Block 2, Brooks and Burleson
Sandy brown loam- 1 1 Subdivision, 5§- miles west of Dalhart.
Sandy red clay and caliche 6 7 Reddish-brown loam- - - - - 3 3
Red sand- 5 12 Sandy brown loam- 4
Sandy red clay and caliche 8 20 Sandy gray clay 1 8
Red clay - 2 22 Clean sand - - 1 9
Sandy red clay and caliche Pink caliche- 1 10

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Map of Dallam County, Texas
Showing Locations of Water Wells Listed
